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The Editor’s View

Chairman’s Chat

I

’d like to kick-off this year’s Tech Issue by saying thanks to our Technical Coordinator, John Twist.
John is one of those lucky individuals who get to live their hobby.
Because of this love for what he does,
he has devoted the time and energy
it takes to develop an expertise that
benefits all of us in the MG world – especially those of us who belong to the
North American MGB Register. Thanks
for all you do John!
Since mine is the first article you’ll
come to, I get to be the first to write
about the great time that the organizers of MG 2007 have planned for those
of you attending the convention. The
MG Owners Club of Northern California is taking it up a notch and is going
to have something for everyone – great
drives along the Pacific coast on the
famous California 1 highway, tours of
wineries, a banquet at a historic hotel,

W

ell, here we are at the start of
2007 with all the potential
of a brand new year laid out
before us. All we have to do is take
advantage of it.
Robert
Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver

Get started on that winter project

and even a cooking school on offer as
well! As the saying goes, be there or be
square!
I’m sure you noticed our color
cover. We’re giving a new printer a try
and thought we’d go with a color cover
to see how it works out. At this time,
we’re planning to do a color issue for
the Mar/Apr MGB Driver and if all goes
well, you might start seeing a lot more
color. Keep your fingers crossed!

Robert

Consider this a friendly kick in the
behind. Get going on the project you
have been putting off. I need to fix a
few things on both my MGB/GT and
Midget. Now is the time to get those
projects done instead of waiting until
the weather is warmer and you lose
some driving time this spring.

And don’t forget the advertisers

We have a very loyal group of
advertisers who encourage NAMGBR
and it members by supporting the MGB
Driver and the Mutual Aid Directory
(MAD). When purchasing the parts
on your wish list, please consider the
vendors and repair shops that endorse
NAMGBR with their advertising dollars.

The Inside Line

Connect with the local MG
or British car club
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Take the opportunity to meet fellow enthusiasts and join a local car
club. There is no better way to overcome the frustration of being without
your car for the winter than to enjoy
the company of others in the same
boat.

Plan that trip

It is never too early to start plan-

Bruce
Wyckoff

Chairman
NAMGBR

ning for that summer driving trip. May
I recommend MG 2007? Located in
the Sonoma Valley just north of San
Francisco, this promises to be an event
not to be missed. Check the website
at www.mg2007.org and start mapping those diving routes. I guarantee
you will love driving your MG along
the twisting and turning Pacific Coast
Highway.

Support NAMGBR

We have some exciting news here
at NAMGBR that will be unfolding
over the next few months. The growth
of NAMGBR is directly correlated to the
enthusiastic support we receive from
our members. Thank you for making
our organization number one.

Contact us

Your comments and feedback are
very important to us. Your thoughts
and ideas play a major role in the
direction this organization and the
support we provide to our members
and chapters. My contact information
is located on Page 3 of the MGB Driver.

Bruce

By Tom Balutis

By George Carrasquillo

By Keith Ansell

By John Twist - NAMGBR Technical Coordinator
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Vice Chairman’s Notes

The MGB Registrar

recently received the following letter.
It is one of many I receive in the
course of my duties as the official
liaison to our affiliated chapters:

ope you all had a happy holiday
season and are now preparing
your MGBs for the tremendous
events ahead of us this year. Mind
you, it will be difficult to top MG 2006,
but I know the folks up in Northern
California are putting together a
spectacular event for MG 2007 in July.
Having attended the NAMGBR Annual
General Meeting and traveled some of
the superb roads in the Sonoma area
out to the coast, and the Russian River
valley through the redwoods, I can
promise you will not be disappointed
in the scenery surrounding the event.
Now to other topics. I recently had
a note from Bob Burden who was the
publicity manager for BMC/Hambro
towards the end of MG production.
This was in response to a query about
the Limited Edition MGBs. Recently,
there was a lot of chatter on a thread
asking who supplied what for these
cars.
I quote from Bob: “The side stripes
were designed by Marce Mayhew, long
time advertising creative director and
were sourced from 3M. Andy Woods,
the National Parts Manager remembers shipping the stripes to MG, and
that the other features unique to the
L.E were sourced in the UK. The wheels
came from GKN (Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds). Some were factory-approved
options and others were readily available, so minimizing the headaches we
experienced with the 1967 MGB/GT
Special Edition model. All this made
more sense as it was more direct, and
there was greater pressure on ensuring
everything was factory safety-tested.”
Bob went on to mention that at the
time direct personal contact with the
MG factory was a rarity, travel to the
U.K. being viewed as a waste of money.

I

I belong to the Milwaukee & Greatlakes MG Motorcar Group (MG3). At the
Richard
latest board meeting, I stepped out for a
Liddick
necessity break and while gone was picked Vice chairman
to be the club liaison to NAMGBR. (Nah, I
NAMGBR
volunteered, but don’t tell everybody!).
I realized from the empty folder that
Gatlinburg was great; I enjoyed the
I was handed that we’re almost a void on
drives,
and of course, the chance to see
NAMGBR’s screen, and my objective is to
old friends. Thanks! The B and the GT are
ensure we’re doing all that’s required of us
now sleeping and spring can’t come too
to be in good standing. The club’s listing
soon, but that’s Wisconsin!!
is correct in the latest copy of the Mutual
I look forward to receiving the info
Aid Directory, but I want to get our latest
from you and I’ll get to work coordinating
officer listing, to include our “Exhaust”
the Club and the Register.
editor’s name, address, etc. to the correct
Best Regards....Bob Bouillon
NAMGBR officer / location. Also, who is
To
answer
Bob’s questions, your club
to receive the two copies of our monthly
needs to mail or e-mail copies of your
newsletter? Please advise names and adnewsletter to the following addresses:
dresses to these questions.
We DO have the bare minimum of
Richard G. Liddick
Vice Chairman, NAMGBR
eight members belonging to NAMBGR
5237 Glen Arm Road E.
and I want to build upon that total. Per
Glen Arm, MD 21057
your article in the Driver, could you provide
me with a supply of applications to hand
Email RGL2BGBGT@aol.com
out at our monthly Beer & Banters and at
Robert Rushing
the local British Cars Field Day in Sussex,
Editor, MGB Driver
Wisc.? We also have some success putting
5444 Sutherland Ave.
our application on MGs on the street. Your
St. Louis, MO 63109
apps could be attached to ours when put
E-mail mgslime@swbell.net
out on MGBs and Midgets.
Another item is running your ads in
You also need to show our new mailing
our monthly “Exhaust.” This we have done
address in your newsletter:
several times a year, however do you have
NAMGBR
any different ads or any different size ads
P.O. Box 55, Whittington, IL 62897-0055
we could run? I know the editor can’t always run a half page size (we are restricted
As far as the ad copy and fliers go,
due to costs). If you have something that
e-mail me and I will send electronic
fits this, please have it sent to me.
files for easy printing or copying.
Finally, if you have a packet that is
Helping increase the number of
applicable to my responsibilities I would
NAMGBR members in your club helps
appreciate receiving that also, such as how to keep your club an affiliated chapter
we get coverage for events, tours, etc. and
and keeps that great event insurance
any other such benefits, so that I can relay
benefit that is free to our chapters. You
this info to our officers and members. OK,
will also open up those new members
I now think I have dumped enough work
to the camaraderie and fun that the
on you for a while, but you did seem to ask North American MGB Register is all
for it in your Vice-Chairman’s Notes in the
about!
Richard
Nov/Dec Driver!
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H

Marcham
Rhoade
MGB Registrar
However, it was always felt that the
real reason was that senior management considered it too dangerous for
the U.S. executives to have “face” time
with their English counterparts!
Incidentally, I found out something rather interesting in regards to
the Limited Edition MGB I recently
bought, and had belonged to Ron
Tugwell the former L.E. Registrar for
NAMGBR. The car was manufactured
in May of 1980, and dispatched and
landed at Portland. However, it wasn’t
registered until March 21, 1981 by
British Motor Cars of Portland, before
being purchased by a Mary Wright. So,
like many other MGBs at the time, the
car languished on the showroom floor
for a considerable period – 9 months in
fact – before finding a buyer!
And now, for those who have
written to me about the correct paint
color for L.E. wheels and their previous
unavailability, I am happy to inform
you that Moss Motors have had the
wheels retooled, and they are available again under part #462-750. I have
had the opportunity to examine the
new wheels and they are quite simply
superb – in many ways better than
the originals! Not inexpensive, but
worthwhile for you concours and show
enthusiasts.

“Marcham on the Side” might be the title of his next
book. Even the greatest of us get flats sometimes.
Marcham, aka Ken, points out “One of the most dangerous things on an MGB, the side jacking system!!”
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007



New NAMGBR Register

MGB Register

Modified Register

Anthony DeBella’s
MGB/GT V8
at MG 2006
in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Finally thanks to all those who
have registered their MGBs with me.
Latest additions to the database are:

Allen Bacheldor......1973 MGB/GT, 1965 MGB
Richard Bicksler............................... 1974 MGB
John Roberts..............................1980 MGB LE
Tom Riner..........................................1977 MGB
Jessica Hubbard...............................1973 MGB
Thomas Fanelle................................1968 MGB
Maryann & Larry Van Der Horst..... 1974 MGB
Scott Kalkin.......................................1965 MGB



Bill Bowers........................................1967 MGB
Geoffrey Lund...................................1965 MGB
Charles Demmy................................1968 MGB
Gary Moore........................................1978 MGB
Monte Weaver............................. 1979 MGB LE
Samuel Leff.......................................1966 MGB
Lloyd Powell...................................... 1974 MGB
Arden Wrisley.............................1980 MGB LE
Don Wroth...................................... 1974½ MGB
Kurt Nagel....................................1980 MGB LE

Marcham
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In response to membership feedback, we are making changes in the
NAMGBR V8 register. Starting now,
the V8 register will be open only to
original factory V8s or Costello conversions. For other V8 conversions, we
are creating a new registry called the
“Modified Register.”
The new registry is open to any
MGB, Midget or 1100/1300 with significant performance modifications.
The criteria for registering with the
new modified register couldn’t be simpler – if you feel you’ve made enough
performance modifications to qualify,
you qualify.
It is expected that the majority of
modified registrants will have made
major improvements to the performance of their car by making major
modifications to the original engine
by such things as aluminum cross
flow heads, fuel injection, etc, adding a supercharger or a turbocharger,
or by swapping in a modern in-line
4- or 6-cylinder engine, a V6, or a V8.
Major modifications to the suspension or drive train will also qualify for
inclusion in the new register. However,
rather than trying to formulate a set of
strict rules for guidance, we’ll leave it
up to the individual owner to decide.
Even though it is expected that
most cars in this class will have performance modifications, if the owner desires, an MG with significant cosmetic
modifications will also be accepted,
such as the “stretch limo” MGB that
has been to several NAMGBR events.
As with the performance modifications, it will be left to the owner to
decide if his/her car qualifies.
There will also be a “Modified”
class at NAMGBR events; but, unlike
the other classes, there will be no judging, nor will awards be given in this
class. There simply isn’t any fair way
to judge one car against another given
the vastly differing ideas on how to
modify MGs.
One person’s idea of a modified
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

Dan Masters
V8 Registrar
car might be a “boulevard cruiser”
with air conditioning, power windows,
hi-powered V8, automatic transmission, etc., while another’s idea might
be to emulate a race car, with no
upholstery, no windows, supercharged
4-cylinder, etc., and yet another may
well be a full-on race car, set up strictly
for racing and not even be street legal.
There is just no reasonable way to
compare one to the other, even though
all three may be superbly done.
To date, NAMGBR has sponsored
10 V8 meets, and in only one of these
events have we had awards. That was
several years ago and the awards idea
was not well received. The most striking thing about these events has been
the spirit of camaraderie. Every one is
willing and eager to share anything
they may have learned along the way,
and are just as eager to learn something new from the other participants.
This spirit of camaraderie just
doesn’t lend itself very well to competition, at least not in the way of awards
– the admiration of your handiwork by
your peers is award enough. It would
be a shame to spoil this attitude by
offering awards.
It is my intention to be the registrar for this new group, and to remain
the V8 Registrar until someone else
volunteers to take it over. However, if
any one has a strong desire to be the
Modified Registrar, I’ll be happy to
relinquish that position.
        

Dan



Annual General Meeting 2006

NAMGBR’s officers, from left: Secretary Jerome Rosenberger, Chairman Bruce Wyckoff,
Vice Chairman Richard Liddick, Treasurer Alan Magnuson.

AGM Minutes
North American MGB Register
Rohnert Park, California
October 28, 2006

T

he meeting was called to order
at 1:30 pm by Chairman Bruce
Wyckoff. Register officers and
coordinators in attendance were Bruce
Wyckoff, Richard Liddick, Jerome
Rosenberger, Alan Magnuson, Tony
Burgess, Robert Rushing, and Ken
Smith.
The chairman began with an
introduction to the Annual General
Meeting, explaining the meetings are
an opportunity to meet the members and have the members meet the
officers. Continuing, the chairman
ask that all the attendees introduce
themselves and tell everyone a little bit
about themselves, their local club and
the cars they own. At the conclusion of
introductions, the chairman thanked
everyone present for attending.
As a copy of last years meeting
minutes was passed out before the
meeting for review, a motion was
made and seconded that the minutes
of the 2005 Annual General Meeting
be approved as presented and published in the 2005 January/February
issue of the MGB Driver. The motion

10
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was approved by those delegates present and the minutes were approved.

Reports presented from
Officers/Registrars/Coordinators
Chairman’s Report:
Bruce Wyckoff

“In my column
for the November /
December MGB Driver,
I took the opportunity
to review what was a
very successful year
for the North American MGB Register.
“Briefly, here is
a recap of the 2006
calendar year
• Nice increase in membership in
the first quarter of the year
• Published two color issues of the
MGB Driver, reviewing a cross country
trip to MG 2005 and recapping MG
2006
• Successful publishing and distribution of the Mutual Aid Director
book before MG 2006
• Over 600 MGBs, MGB/GTs,
Midgets and a couple of 1100 Sedans
in attendance for MG 2006
• The first ever Meet & Greet for
members and a chance to communi-

11

AGM 2006
cate face to face with the officers, coordinators and registrars of NAMGBR
• We had to say good-bye to our
treasurer, Sue Deagan who had to
step down for personal reasons. We
welcome Alan Magnuson, as our new
treasurer to complete Sue’s term
• We warmly welcomed the ‘Father
of the MGB,’ Don Hayter to another of
our conventions.
• Sadly, we said good-bye to honorary member, Geoff Allen and longtime MGB Driver advertiser and local
club member, Skip Kelsey of Shadetree
Motors
“So on behalf of the officers,
coordinators and registrars of the
North American MGB Register, I want
to thank the members of NAMGBR for
making 2006 one of our most successful years ever. Also a big thank you to
the members of the MG Owners Club
of Northern California for hosting the
Annual General Meeting and for being
the host chapter for MG 2007 next
July. A number of members are already looking forward to this upcoming event.”

Vice Chairman’s
Report:
Richard Liddick

“I am happy to
report the number
of local chapters
now stands at 84.
This year we added
the following nine
new chapters to the
list of local clubs
that are affiliated with NAMGBR.
They are:
• Suncoast Classic MG Club &
Nature Coast English Car Club of
Brookville, Fla.
• Her Majesty’s Nebraska Patrol of
Lincoln, Neb.
• Car Club of Illinois Flat Land
British
• The British Car Club of Iowa
• The Appalachian British Car
Society of Tennessee
• Florida Suncoast MG Car Club of

12

Tampa, Fla.
• Gold Coast British Sports Car
Club of Pompano Beach, Fla.
•All British Car and Cycle
Association of Kansas City
• Colonial Vintage British Car
Club of Williamsburg, Va.
“In addition to signing up the new
chapters, I did a mailing earlier this
year to all of the chapters notifying
them of our new address and informing them of the need to maintain a
minimum of eight NAMGBR members
to remain a chapter in ‘good standing.’
Working together with our secretary,
we have been able to help a good
number of them reach the required
eight NAMGBR members needed.
“I also serve as NAMGBR’s representative on the North American
Council of MG Registers. The Council
comprises The North American MGB
Register, The North American MGA
Register, The New England MG T Register, The American MGC Register and
the MMM Register.
“I was involved in the planning,
worked the registration table, the car
show and filled in were needed at MG
2006 in Gatlinburg, Tenn. My duties
involve looking out for the interest of
NAMGBR when the Council is meeting and reporting to the executive
board on any pending major decisions
that the MG Council may vote on that
could affect the B Register. I have been
given authority to vote on behalf of the
Register on issues that are discussed
and require a vote during council
meetings.
“During the planning stages of
MG 2006 I traveled to Gatlinburg
last March and took part in monthly
phone conference calls that became biweekly the closer we got to the event.
The Council is looking for a location
for MG 2011 and will be holding a
conference call this winter to go over
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some of the possibilities, which I cannot reveal at this time.”

Treasurer’s report: Sue Deagan
(Read at the AGM
by Alan Magnuson]

“This letter will
serve as my final
report as treasurer
of the North American MGB Register.
During my term
of office, I have
strengthened the
accounting practices
and documentation
of the register. The
register has come
a long way in the three years I have
served as treasurer and I know it will
continue to grow with the leadership
that is in place. The North American
MGB Register increased its bottom line
by $25,603.00 from last year.
“We had an increase in membership dues, event profits, and Mutual
Aid Directory advertising from last
year; our regalia sales decreased by
$1,100 from the previous year.
“Our expenses had increases in
credit card fees, membership cards,
postage, engraving charges, and
website fees from last year. MGB Driver
decreased by $3,547 from last year.
(Six issues of the driver were printed
current year compared to seven issues
last year, when we were catching up.)
“The following expenses were
incurred in current year and no expenses previous year:
• Advertising in British Motoring
of $525.
• MG Car Club Dues England of
$93.
• Petty cash advance for secretary
of $200.
• MG 2007 seed money of $500.
• MG 2006 dash plaques of $418.
I have presented reports to the
executives and to the membership (via
the Driver) as required by the constitu-
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tion and by-laws. The financial records
are available for any member who
would like to review them.”

Secretary’s Report:
Jerome Rosenberger

“When I took office last October, we
were still using an
old database system
from 1990. The first
thing I did was to
update to the newer
and more efficient
Microsoft Access.
Using Access allows
us to update member
information in seconds instead of minutes. It also allow
to the exporting of member information in a much more meaningful form
(i.e. – if we need to know the names of
current member who live in Florida, a
report can be prepare in seconds, with
just a few mouse clicks). This upgrade
has proven to be a real time saver for
the Secretary and the members alike.
“2006 was a very successful year
membership-wise. Membership has
increased from 1,530 in October 2005
to the present 1,830 of today. Most of
the increases are due to the hugely successful joint convention in Gatlinburg
this past summer. We enrolled 56
new members in the month before
the MG 2006. We have also increased
our retention of members by sending
out email reminders in addition to
the three (up from two last year) snail
mail reminders. It seems to be working and our retention now stands at
about 84 percent. I also believe that
the high quality and regular delivery
of the newsletter is contributing to our
stronger renewal number.
“An area the Register needs to
work on in the coming years is recruitment. Acquiring more and more NEW
members will insure that the Register
can continue to grow and develop an
even better program for our members.”
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AGM 2006
Editor’s Report:
Robert Rushing

Robert reported the MGB Driver
has been produced
on time for every
issue of the last
year. Currently he
has enough material for at least
three issues but he
is always looking for new material. He
therefore encourages members to send
in their submissions.
Robert expressed his appreciation to Charles de Bourbon for all his
efforts and time in the production of
each issue as well as his great photo
essays.
We will be doing a test printing
using a new printer beginning with
the January/February issue. If successful, we expect to save enough money
on production cost to begin printing a
larger and more colorful MGB Driver.

Advertising
Coordinator:
Peter Cosmides
(Read by Chairman,
Bruce Wyckoff)

“We currently
have 21 paid advertisers and two
complimentary
advertisers. The complimentary advertisers are mgcars.co.uk
and Classic MG Magazine; both provide
us with free advertising in exchange.
“All advertisers are up to date in
payment, with the exception of one
advertiser, who has a current outstanding invoice.
“I would like to thank the many
advertisers who have remained with
us for a number of years, and welcome
the newcomers as well.
“Charles de Bourbon has been
a great help with setting up ads and
guiding me along the way in my new
position.”

14

Publicity Coordinator Report:
Richard Liddick

“For 2006, I
posted information
about MG 2006 meet
at Gatlinburg, which
was also NAMGBR’s
convention on various web auto events
calendars. As far as,
written articles or
pieces about the Register, I did not send
anything out.
“As I have said before, with the
advent of the World Wide Web most of
what this position was originally set
up for is no longer needed since the
local chapters get the word out about
their events.
“As most of you are aware,
NAMGBR only has one major event a
year and that is the annual convention. I have in the past, written articles
about the Register’s conventions for
both the MGB Driver and to send out
to the MG Car Club, MG Owners Club
and other British Car magazines. MG
2006 was well covered and I did not
see the need for me to do another write
up.
“In closing, I would like to suggest
that we reconsider the position of publicity coordinator or redefine just what
it is we would like the person holding
the position does. I would like to offer
the position up, if there is another
member out there who may have a
fresh approach and new ideas on getting the word out about the Register,
the chapters and our events.”

Convention Coordinator:
Tony Burgess

Tony reported
on MG 2006 in
Gatlinburg, this being our convention
for 2006 and also
the quintennial joint
meeting of all the
national MG Registers that is hosted
by the North American Council of MG
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Registers.
The show was a big success. There
were 1,099 cars on the show field,
making this event secnd only to the
original joint meet held in Indianapolis in 1996.
Future conventions are scheduled
for Northern California in 2007, the
Philadelphia area in 2008, and Denver
in 2009. The possibility of the next
joint meet will be begin discussion in
the couple of months.
Tony also encouraged the MGOC
of Northern California to use the Driver
whenever possible to promote next
year’s convention.

Technical Coordinator: John Twist
(read by Chairman Bruce Wyckoff)

“Allow me to
take several moments from your
meeting to explain
my job as Technical
Coordinator.
“I answer phone
calls every day
between 1-2 pm EST.
Sometimes, rarely,
the phone never
rings; sometimes,
just as rarely, I’m on the phone taking
one call after another, for nearly the
whole hour.
“The questions range from tire
pressures to combustion chamber volumes; from questions about oil leaks
to referrals to shops in other areas. I
neither track nor record these calls; but
I’m certain that in most five day weeks
I receive 20 to 30 calls.
“For those who wish to communicate via email, I do, eventually, answer
the technical queries. These I forward
to the editors. They select several,
shorten up the text, and print the essentials in the Driver. I’ll answer several
a night, on the average, which makes
about 10 to 20 a week. I am not regular, but usually attack these queries in
bursts.
“Again, not all the questions
regard MGBs or Midgets, but I copy
the editors (as well as others) on all my
posts.
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“Lastly, I offer technical articles,
although not on a regular basis. I
believe I’ve done three this past year.
If, Mr. Chairman, you wish to have
me serve yet another year, I shall be
pleased to do so.
“One last note, if I may, about
the MG event this summer. I told the
organizers that I would work all week,
I would work three days, all day, every
day. I told them I would have rolling
tech sessions, lectures, seminars, talking tours, whatever they wanted me to
do.
“No one EVER called me back! I
did not receive a copy of the program
so I do not know what anyone had
planned for me, but I do know from
the grapevine that I was labeled a
“no-show.” That is not correct. You
know me, you know my service to MG,
and you know my dedication. I only
needed the courtesy of a phone call or
email!
“I will be in Sonoma Valley next
summer. They’ve emailed and they’ve
talked to me on the phone.
“Thank you. And, again, if you
do have MG technical questions, simply email or call me at the shop, 1-2
pm EST, Monday through Friday.”

Webmaster: Rick Brown
[Read by Richard Liddick]

“The website
continues to be
maintained / updated on a daily basis.
“We currently
have an average
of about 100 page
views per day. Since
September 2002 we
have had a total of
150,262 page views.
79 percent of visitors
in that time have been from the USA
followed by Canada, the UK, Holland,
Australia, Belgium, Germany, France,
Denmark and Sweden.
“Chapters are requested to check
the website often to ensure that the
information listed for their chapter is
current and accurate.”
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Concours Coordinator: Paul Hanley
[read by Chairman Bruce Wyckoff]

“My first
year as Concours
Coordinator was
very rewarding. The
competition at MG
2006 in Gatlinburg
was as stiff as I
have seen. Eight of
the fourteen cars
finished with scores
above 900 (out of a
possible 1,000). The
remaining cars all finished in the mid
to high 800’s. A great looking bunch
indeed!
“The event drew a respectable
Midget contingent – four in total, with
one in particular – a Riviera Blue ’66
of Rob Bard that charmed all who saw
it. It was photographed many times
during the event.
“Three participants had entered
into a NAMGBR Concours event at
past conventions, indicating a continuing enthusiasm. Four of the six judges
on the field had judged our Concours
events previously and the other two
judges had many other breed’s judging experience under their belts. The
judging this year was excellent … and
I thank them again.
“For the first time that I can
remember, a Concours Top Point MG
graced the cover of the MGB Driver
magazine. But it was only a part of
the well-deserved honors bestowed to
Brooks Amiot’s ’62 Tartan Red MGB
tourer. Wow! This is as near a perfect,
show room car that can be found anywhere. It finished not only with the Top
Point Award and a near perfect 984
points, but also received the Chairman’s Award for the best MG representing the Register at the convention.
Three cheers for winning the tri-fecta,
Brooks!
“Also attending was what is believed to be the second oldest MGB in
the United States, a lovely ’62 Iris Blue
owned by Gary Gilpin of Ohio. Gary
was initially entered in the Popular
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Vote category and graciously agreed to
display his car in Concours. And a fine
reward he received – not did he earn
an Award of Excellence, but Mr. Don
Hayter, designer of the MGB, actually
sat in Gary’s car and reminisced. Mr.
Hayter so graciously agreed to sign the
boot floors of both Gary and Brooks’
first-year-made MGBs. Talk about being in the right place, at the right time!
“I continue to receive many inquiries about both points of originality
and aspects of the Concours program.
I truly sense a ‘buzz’ about the program and look forward to continuing
the excitement at MG 2007 in Sonoma.”

Service Coordinator: Bruce Wyckoff

“2006 turned
out to be a very successful year for the
Mutual Aid Directory (MAD) booklet. For those not
familiar with the
MAD booklet, we
print a list of recommended repair
shops from around
the US and Canada
that are submitted by the members of
NAMGBR. In the event you are traveling in a particular area and have
problems with your MG, hopefully,
there will be a MG friendly shop near
by.
“In addition to the repair shops,
a number of NAMGBR members have
volunteered to have their address and
phone numbers listed as well. Each
has pledged to help a fellow NAMGBR
member if the occasion should a raise.
We also include the 75-plus chapters
of NAMGBR, with a name and contact
information. This year we included the
chapter logo as part of their display.
“There were a number of advertisers that stepped forward to help with
the printing of the MAD booklet. Major supply vendors like Moss, Victoria
British, and Little British Car and a
number of specialty shops like the MG
Doc, White Post, and Apple Hydraulic were all participants in this year’s
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booklet. I would like to offer a special
thank you to all the vendors that advertised in the 2006 MAD.
“In the September / October issue
of the MGB Driver, we had a number of
members write about their travels to
MG 2006 in Gatlinburg and needing
to pull the MAD book in order to locate
some assistance.
“The plans are in the works for the
2007 MAD. If you have a repair shop
that you feel you can recommend,
please contact me through the web site
or my email address in Page 3 of the
MGB Driver.

MGB Registrar Report: Ken Smith

“At the time
of this report
(10/16/2006), we
currently have 2783
(+194 over the past
year) MGBs listed
on the databases
we maintain. These
comprise:
• MGB roadsters
- 1,983
• MGB/GTs - 519
• MGB Limited Editions - 277 (+ 11)
• MGB factory V8s - 16 (+ 4)
• MGB/GT 1967 Specials - 116 (+2)
“We have continued to receive a
steady stream of new registrations
over the past year, and each and every
registration has been posted in the
MGB Driver. More than 100 in total. My
regular reports in the MGB Driver have
elicited several items of interest from
members, both at home and abroad.
“Also, since the beginning of the
year, each and every registrant, has
received a personal MGB postcard
from myself, thanking them for their
information and their support of the
NAMGBR. Registrations have been
received from as far away as American Samoa, and Alaska, Denmark,
Germany.
“Once again, I urge all members
to register their MGB with NAMGBR if
they have not already done so.”
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74½ Registrar Report: Steve Harding
[Read by Richard Liddick]

“Many of you
already know me.
I am the founder
and president of
the Philadelphia
MG Club, an affiliated chapter of
NAMGBR. I am
also the 74½ MGB
and BGT Registrar
for NAMGBR. The
Philadelphia MG
Club is hosting (with the assistance of
a number of local British Car Clubs)
MG 2008.
“I would like to request permission from NAMGBR to slightly alter the
classes for MG 2008. I would request
that all the 74½ MGB and GTs be
placed in a class by themselves. This
would change the late model MGB
class to 1975-80 rather then 1974½
– 80 and eliminate the Rubber Bumper
GT Class.
“Thank you for your consideration
of this matter.”

V8 Registrar’s Report: Dan Masters
[read by Treasurer Alan Magnuson]

“We held our 10th annual V8
meet in Townsend,
Tenn., in June, immediately prior to
MG 2006 in nearby
Gatlinburg. The
meet was a resounding success, with 73
entries.
“Plans are well
under way for the
2007 V8 meet in
Ohio. Preliminary planning is under
way for the 2008 meet, perhaps in
Wisconsin. Both meets will be open
to members of either the V8 or the
Modified Register. I received one new
registrant, with a 1979 MGB Rover V8
conversion.
“A proposal was drawn up for
board approval splitting the V8 register into two parts: )riginal V8 Register
for factory V8s and/or Costello conversions, and a new Modified Register for
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modified cars. A write-up announcing
the split was submitted for inclusion
in the V8 Register section in the next
issue of the MG Driver.”

Pull Handle Registrar: Bill Barge
[Read by Chairman Bruce Wyckoff]

“The Pull-Handle sub-register of
the North American
MGB Register is still
growing. Since the
2006 AGM, we have
added one early
MGB to the pullhandle list; bring the
total number of registered Pull-Handle
MGBs to 188. This past year, I received
21 pull-handle related questions. All of
these were via e-mail.
“I have very much enjoyed hearing from the many enthusiastic pullhandle owners. The wealth of information they possess on these original
MGBs is almost overwhelming. And as
we have more articles published in the
Driver, I expect to hear from more nonregistered pull-handle owners.”

100/200k Mile Registrar: Jai Deagan
[Read by Chairman Bruce Wyckoff]

“There is a oneto two-year supply
of dash plaques (24)
for the 100k registry and probably
close to 100 plaques
for the 200k registry. The database
contains 149 cars,
with almost 135
members. There are
several members who have registered
more than one car in this sub‑register.
There were nine members who requested to join the 100k Register and
two who joined the 200k since my last
report.
“Most of the members applying
for admission to this sub-registry are
relatively new members have joined
within the last two or three years.
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“Many different models of MGs
are represented in the registry. The
greatest majority of owners have an
MGB or MGB/GT. The next most plentiful model is Midgets along with several
MGC and MGC/GTs. Members have
joined this sub-register from north-tosouth and from coast-to-coast. It appears that a majority of the members
of this sub‑Register are still members
in good standing of NAMGBR. I converted the database to MS Access and
sent a copy to the Secretary.
“I occasionally receive a request
for admission to this registry from
persons who are not members. When
this occurs, I send them a polite
response with information on joining
NAMGBR.”

Original Owners Registrar:
Bill Hawkins
[Read by Richard Liddick]

“I want to thank
you and all of the officers of NAMGBR for
the friendly outreach
that Deborah and I
received at MG 2006.
We, being the new
kids on the block,
were treated as old
time colleagues.
“You shared your space and
everyone shared his or her knowledge
of NAMGBR’s past operations. I was
very proud to be included as Original
Owners Registrar. NAMGBR certainly
had a very professional presence at the
hotel and at the car show. We enjoyed
our experience and we look forward to
doing it again.
“We have 80 members and we
will be updating the web site to reflect
this.”

Hammer & Tong Registrar: Phil Smith
[Read by Treasurer Alan Magnuson]

“To my knowledge, formal membership in the HT Register is stable,
with one added new member in the
past year. I had enough response to
my article in the Driver that I think the
reasons for this are among the following: MGB-driving members may
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be unaware of the existence of The
Hammer and Tongs, they may have
a distorted view of the Register (for
example, they may see it is a “racers”
Register), they perceive no particular
benefit to getting their HT number
(hopefully because they’re already too
busy using their MGs), or general inertia. Maybe it is time for an HT-specific
piece for the Driver?
The only news I am aware of is
it appears that the Endurance Trial
Triple Crown competition is alive
and well, and prospering to the point
at which some teams may be pushing the intent of the rules beyond the
original spirit of the event. I have been
in communication with the directors of the Triple Crown and have all
assurances that this is being handled
appropriately (albeit without flogging,
water-torture, or being forced to ride in
a Crown Vic). Our goal is to preserve a
friendly competition with an emphasis
on mass-enjoyment of MG driving in a
convivial atmosphere.
“I will be finishing my stint in
Houston at the end of this academic
year, and have a verbal agreement for
a new position in Farmington, Conn.,
beginning in July 2007. A new garage
and much, much more interesting
roads await ...
“Unless somebody else is clamoring for this exceptionally time-intensive job, I plan to continue as “Gord
E. Nador” of The Hammer and Tongs
Register.”

Elections / Amendments

A question from the floor was
raised as to the supplying of mailing
list to individuals and/or businesses.
The secretary restated for the
record that we do not give away or sell
our mailing list. The one exception is
that we will supply a list of our members in a specific area to a chapter who
requests it to help with recruiting new
members in their region. We also took
this occasion to point out that addresses listed in the Mutual Aid Directory do not contain zip codes and are
otherwise incomplete, making them
unusable as possible mailing list.
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At this time a short break was
declared. After the break, the ballots
were opened and counted. With the
ballots mailed in and the votes of the
delegates present, Richard Liddick was
re-elected to the position of vice chairman, and Jerome Rosenberger was
elected secretary.
The secretary read the two proposed amendments to the constitution/by-laws:

Proposed amendment 1:
Section I, C, 5

Present: “A retiring Secretary or

Treasurer shall be eligible for re-election at the end of each two year term,
with no limits on the number of
terms.”
Change to: “A retiring Secretary of
Treasurer shall be eligible for re-election at the end of each two-year term,
but can be elected to no more than five
consecutive years in the same office.”

Proposed amendment 2:
D. ELECTIONS

1. Elections:
a. Election of Executive officers
will be held at the Annual General
Meeting in accordance with Section I,
C, 2 of these by-laws.
2. Ballots:
a. Every certified chapter will
be mailed a ballot 45 days prior to
the election. Said ballot will list all
declared candidates for office, space for
write-in candidates, and any proposed
changes to the Register’s Constitution
and By-Laws.
b. In order to be counted, ballots
must be signed by two chapter officers
and presented at the Annual General
Meeting in person, or mailed to the
designated address by the official
deadline.
c. Official address for the mailing
of ballots will be designated to be that
of the senior setting Executive Officer
not running for office in the current
election. This officer will be responsible
to insure that all ballots received are
held in confidence, and presented at
the proper time at the Annual General
Meeting.
3. Proxies:
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a. No proxies will be given, or accepted, on any proposed ballot issue.
Certified chapters must present their
own signed ballots at the Annual General Meeting, either in person or by
return mail before the deadline.
b. Proxies will be allowed for nonballot issues that may arise during the
Annual General Meeting. These proxies will be mail to the Certified Chapters with the ballots. Certified Chapters
who are unable to attend the Annual
General Meeting may use this proxy to
designate a delegate to represent them
at the meeting.
Again ballots were counted and
both amendments passed with the
Constitution / By-laws to be changed
accordingly.

North American MGB Register
2006 Awards
Enthusiast of the Year:
Mark Whitt, Talbott, Tenn.
Chapter Newsletter of the Year:
“Dipstick” – Tidewater MG Classics,
Virginia Beach, Va.
Good Samaritan award:
Dennis & Nancy DeLoatch,
Smyrna, Ga.
Chapter of the Year:
Peachtree MG Registry
Atlanta, Ga.

There was a question on what classes
would be included on the voting ballots for the show. These classes are laid
out in the Registers convention guidelines. A question was raised about
a separate class for MGCs as well as
other MGs. The guidelines would allow
this, if there were a minimum of five
registered in each class for the show.
There are also caravans being
planned to Sonoma from other clubs in
the region like Seattle and Vancouver
as well as Los Angeles and San Diego.
Before adjourning the executive
committee took the opportunity to
discuss a planned policy to partially
reimburse officers who are required
to attend meetings at great distances.
Several members present had some
very good suggestions to make the
policy as effective as possible, including that the proposed policy must be
sure to include limitations to prevent
abuse.
The secretary announced that
back issues of the MGB Driver would
be available beginning on Dec. 1 in
digital form on a compact disc. These
are to be sold as part of the Register’s
regalia program. An ad promoting the
CD will appear in the November/December of the MGB Driver.
There being no other business, the
meeting was adjourned shortly after 5
pm.
Submitted
Jerome Rosenberger
Secretary, NAMGBR

A special award was given to Sue
Deagan, our outgoing treasurer, for all
her efforts in getting and keeping the
Register’s finances in order.

New business

New business included a presentation by the local MG club on next
year’s convention. The discussion
included the need for manpower for
specific tasks, the possibility of having
celebrities to help promote the show,
and a possible key note speaker. It was
also suggested having a display of vintage racing MGs, many of which are in
California, to help boost attendance.
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Our new treasurer, Alan Magnuson.
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Get the first 5 Years
of the MGB Driver
on 1 CD!
For the true MGB enthusiast
as well as the curious dabbler
into the world of vintage
Morris Garage. Now you can
have all the complete early
issues of the MGB Driver on
your computer.
These 1991-1996 issues,
many of which are no longer
available in print, contain
valuable and informative
technical articles. Articles by
MG authorities like Bob Mason
and John Twist and other MGB

experts as well as our own
member amateurs.
Included are historical
articles by David Knowles,
Wilson McComb, and Ken
Smith. Plus all the original
serialized version of “Aspects
of Abington.”.Enjoy the
quizzes, trivia, humor,
restoration information and
all the other entertaining and
informative advice you can’t
get anywhere else!

Send card numbers with expiration
date and checks payable to:

Only $15
for NAMGBR members

NAMGBR - Back Issue CD
PO Box 55
Whittington, IL 62897-0055
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

In PDF format, for Mac or PC

$30 for non-members.

Includes shipping US & Canada only.
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MGB Driver welcomes your letters.
Email to mgslime@swbell.net
or mail to:
MGB Driver Editor Robert Rushing
5444 Sutherland Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63109
Hi Robert,
I was lucky enough to secure two 6inch Lucas driving lamps. It was your article in the May/June 2003 edition of MGB
Driver that encouraged me in my pursuit.
(I hung on to it for this very project!)
I have mounted the lamps without
any difficulty (thanks to your directions)
and I am now ready to do the connection.
In this regard I have two questions:
1.) Do you know where I can purchase double bullet connectors? I live in
Denver and have not been able to source
these connectors.
2.) Power source for the relay. You
preferred the relay switch. Would you suggest any other sources?
Thank you of your time and thank
you very much for the article you published
in May/June 2003 MGB Driver. The lamps
look great on the car and I am sure will
work equally as well when I finish.
Best regards,  — Doug Duncan
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Congratulations Doug!
I just used my fog lamps recently
on our club’s Pre-Dawn Rally and on
the Grand Lake Tour Endurance Rally
up in Wisconsin. I’m very glad I put
them on my car!
I bought my bullet connectors and
the bullet wire ends, plus my relay and
relay housing, from British Wiring
www.britishwiring.com. I just ordered
the items from them then bought wire
locally (with an in-line fused heavy
wire for the power coming off the starter). You might be able to get power off
the brown wire at the fuse block, but
I don’t think it would provide enough
power for the lights.
Dear Editor,
I thought I’d comment that I really
enjoyed some of the comparative technical
articles (by John Twist). The timing mark
comparison and fly wheel comparison was
very informative and useful. I’d LOVE to
see more articles like this.
Thanks again, looking forward to my
next issue! —Steve Dyck
Thanks for the kind words Steve.
I agree with you on how great the
comparative articles are and how they
really help increase everyone’s knowledge on our cars. We will make every
effort to bring more of these types of
features to our fellow members.
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Overdrive Conversion Story

T echnic a l Dr aw ing by moss motors — il lus t r at ion; bga s t udios.com

Letters to the Editor

Complete transmission illustration for an MGB 1968-1980, as it would look if it
floated in your garage.

By Simon Dix
MG Club of St Louis

W

ell, this is a little late in writing since I did the project
back in February/March but
I thought it might be worth sharing.
I’m a new member and very new to
understanding cars and more about
them than where the gas goes and
taking the car for oil changes. However, I think I’m making progress (My
wife, Tara, doesn’t look at me quite
so strangely every time I pick up a
wrench [spanner] and disappear under
the car)!
My ’77 B has always had an issue
with third gear since I acquired it. As
such, I learned to drive to avoid this
for the first year or so of my ownership.
I found out that the grinding noises I
was getting I probably had a bad synchromesh on third gear. I also learned
that to do anything about it you have
to pull the whole engine and transmission out.
“What, take the bloody engine
out – are you people nuts – I only just
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

learned how to change the oil and
filter!”
Well, that’s where the power of
friendship and membership in my
local club kicked in. A good friend at
work said he’d help me with the project
(even though he owns a ’69 Volvo) and
then his help was combined with offers
of help from club members. OK, so we
have some knowledge and labor support – how to fix it?
That’s when the “might as well”
syndrome kicked in – strongly. Since
my car was just a 4-speed, rather
than just fix the bad synchro – why
not upgrade to overdrive at the same
time? Much nicer highway driving, I
was told. Well, that sounded all well
and good, and then you learn that
overdrives for Bs are like gold dust
in the U.S. and that they run a good
$600 to over $1,000 on eBay. Oh, and
by the way, that’s probably for one
of an unknown state – yikes. Then
you learn that overdrives were put on
almost every B that was ever destined
to stay in the UK so there are loads of
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them in the UK. However, as available
and inexpensive as they are in the UK
they weigh 70 lbs – not exactly hand
luggage for one of my next trips home
(but checked luggage maybe?).
So then I start looking for an
overdrive in the UK. I discovered you
can search the eBay UK site specifically (www.ebay.co.uk) and you also
find a lot more results when you call it
by its real name, gearbox, rather than
transmission. Over several months I
researched (what year, does it fit my
car, is your speedo 1000 or 1280 turns
per mile) and watched for items and
then ended up acquiring two overdrive gearboxes from the UK. I got
each gearbox for about £100 ($180
at today’s rates) which seemed like a
deal. Now, how to get at least one of
them to me in the US.
I got one of my eBay sellers
to crate the gearbox and used my
account with UPS to arrange for a
pickup. This worked out quite well and
for about another $325 or so I got the
transmission delivered to me in about
four days. So now I had the replacement, which was in good condition
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Lift carefully.
and looked as though it had been
rebuilt not too long ago, just as it was
described.
Before you can remove the engine
and transmission there’s an awful lot
of stuff that needs to be disconnected
and removed. Here’s where you absolutely need to have a digital camera as
part of your tool kit. Take pictures of
EVRYTHING before you remove stuff
– take close ups and multiple pictures
from multiple angles. These can be
a lifesaver later when putting things
back together. The other essential for
me would be label or masking tape
and Ziploc bags or similar. As we
removed stuff, we labeled the wires
and parts. When we removed smaller
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items, we bagged and labeled them
too as we went. All this took about 5-6
hours total.
Lesson learned #1 – When draining a transmission of oil, be sure to
use a container that can take the flow
of oil. Using a very narrow funnel is a
big mistake! Three or so quarts of oil
coming out a ¾-inch drain hole moves
pretty fast and quickly overflows a
narrow funnel. It will also leave a very
large oil slick on your garage floor
and cause your wife to give you a despairing smile as she goes out for the
evening seeing a HUGE oil spill under
your car. Not to mention that it takes a
long time to clean up!
So then we move on to the engine
pull, which went relatively smooth,
and once out, it seemed quite straightforward with no loss of paint along the
way! So now the engine and transmission are out. Time for more “might as
wells” – since the engine’s out we can,
and did, go ahead with a new clutch
and release bearing. I also cleaned up
almost the entire engine bay and we
replaced the rear main seal.
Lesson learned # 2 – The positioning of the distributor affects the timing! If you take it out to clean it and
don’t put it back exactly at the right
angle, your ignition timing will be off.
So after much cleaning, we were
ready to put things back in. Getting
the engine mounts and spacers in the
right place is more fun than it should
be, and boy, getting a couple of nuts
onto the engine mount bolts took a
long time (and patience). Also make
sure you don’t get your hand or fingers
between the engine and where it’s
going. Although we didn’t have any
injuries, you can see how easy it would
be to lose a fingertip or crush a hand it
you don’t pay attention.
Lesson learned # 3 – Be nice to
your wife! You never know when you
might want her to grab hold of an engine swinging on a lift and help guide
it down into position!
Well, that was all the hard stuff
done, right? All we had to do now is
connect stuff back up again. Well, not
exactly. I did much of this work on
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Learning Lesson #4
my own and I quickly discovered the
power of the digital photos. I needed
to refer to these for some of the things
that I hadn’t seen taken off. I also discovered that even though things seem
to come off quite easily, they don’t
always go back on as easily.
Major case in point is the transmission cross member. What a
nightmare – I probably spent about
24-hours cumulatively trying to get
that sucker to go back on. In the end
I got some online forum help and a
picture and step-by-step approach.
However, even with that it was very
hard and didn’t exactly follow the
steps. I was very close to tears on a
couple of occasions; but a $7 stubby
half-inch wrench saved my life and I
got the cross member back and properly bolted up.
Sadly, right after I finally conquered the cross member I decided
my next task would be the drive shaft
bolts – three went on fine – but number
four refused to go on. Not experienced
at what to look for, I give up after 30
minutes of trying and assuming I’m
tired and just can’t line it up correctly.
Oh, how wrong I was. Yep, that fun
finding of some crushed bolt threads
on that last drive shaft bolt – almost
more tears!
A friend came to my rescue with
some fresh eyes and a Dremel tool! He
simply removed those crushed threads
with the Dremel and tidied up after
the cut and we are able to get the nut
fully on – just didn’t have much thread
sticking through the nut like the other
three – great back on track – friendship and members to the rescue again!
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Overdrive Conversion
Lesson learned # 4 – When

changing a transmission check all the
drive shaft bolts on the transmission
before you put it and the engine back
in. You can change the bolts while the
transmission is out, but not when it’s
back in the car.
After this last little hurdle it
was fairly straightforward to get the
remaining parts back and connected.
Time for the moment of truth – does it
still work? It fired up right away and
that was a relief. At this stage we had
just prepared the wiring for the overdrive, but it was not yet operational.
So the final moment of truth
was getting around to wiring up the
overdrive. Again with help from a club
member we wired up the overdrive
harness into the main wiring system
and also got my overdrive switch
mounted into the ash tray lid. (I didn’t
want to give up my wooden shifter
handle.)
Well, once we had some diagrams
and wiring in place, along with a good
quantity of blue electrical tape, all was
connected – the final moment of truth
– did the overdrive work? YES! Tested
it first in the garage then checked the
electrical connections and new switch
and inhibitor switch. Turned out the
transmission from the ’75 gave me
overdrive on third and fourth gears,
so now I have a six-speed B. Drove
around and flicked the overdrive on
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and off – smooth and very cool.
Since then I have had a bit of an
oil leak and I’m not sure whether it’s
coming from the engine or the transmission. Most recently, post MG 2006
in Gatlinburg, it seems to be a little
worse so it may need a new gasket or
two for the overdrive end to see if we
can’t slow the leak down. Other than
that, it has been fantastic – can now
drop to 3rd going into corners and
the overdrive for cruising is very, very
sweet.
I am so pleased I went the overdrive route. It makes the car even more
of a pleasure, I have learned a lot
about my car and how it works, and I
am very lucky to have made some really great friendships in the club – everyone is so willing to help, it’s simply
wonderful. Thanks to everyone who
made this possible. If you’re thinking
about a similar project, maybe this
will help you avoid some of the things
I learned the hard way.

Done!
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Repairing the MGB Bumpers

Look carefully for imperfections, nicks.

Inspect for scratches.

By John “The MG Doc” Mangles
www.themgdoc.com

s a professional restorer, I’ve
been asked many times how
to repair / refinish the rubber
bumpers of the MGB. After years of
use, many bumpers have nicks and
scratches as well as a weathered look
due to sun bleaching. In this article,
I’ll try to explain how to properly
refresh their appearance.
As with any kind of repairs,
proper safety equipment is a must. For
this job I’ll use a dust mask, ear and
eye protection for grinding / sanding,
a charcoal respirator for painting,
and rubber gloves for the chemicals.
Be sure to read and follow the directions on all the products. Some can be
hazardous to your health!
The tools needed will be a grinder,
a sanding block or DA sander, a small
auto body filler spreader, a blow gun
(for compressed air), and a heat gun.

Supplies needed will be plenty of
clean water; plenty of clean lint-free
rags; a Scotch Brite™ pad; cleaning detergent; wax and grease remover; 80,
180, 220, 320 and 400 grit sandpaper;
masking tape; a flexible bumper repair
kit; and flexible bumper paint – not to
mention plenty of elbow grease.
With this particular repair, I used
a paint spray gun for the refinishing.
However, the flexible bumper paint
comes in an aerosol can if you don’t
have spray equipment. For ease of
working, you might want to remove
the bumper. I started with the bumper
on the car then removed it for final
sanding, cleaning, and painting.
Start by first removing all lights,
bumper stickers, and the MG emblem,
then clean the bumper with a good
quality wax and grease remover. I
used DuPont’s Prep-Sol™ #3919S following the directions on the can. Next,
wash the bumper with a cleanser such

Removing your bumper is preferred when
sanding and painting.

This bumper has been sanded and is
ready for repairs.

A
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MGB Bumpers
P h o t o s b y J o h n “ t h e MG D o c ” m a n g l e s

Bumper with first coating of repair filler.

Bumper with filler sanded and ready for
second coat of repair filler.

Automix 5895A & 5895B filler.

Filler before being mixed.
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as Fantastic or 409 and the Scotch
Brite pad – scrubbing it to within an
inch of its life – then rinse it with
plenty of clean water. Now you are
ready to make the repairs.
Start by sanding the bumper (every bit of it) with the 80-grit sandpaper to remove any and all of the paint
from the surface. I used a DA type air
sander. It can be done by hand, it just
takes longer. Clean all sanding dust
from surface then wash and dry using
clean, lint-free towels.
Some dents and deformations
can usually be removed using a paint
stripping heat gun. To do this, play
the heat on the inside (if possible) and
outside of the area until it softens a
bit. Be careful not to heat too much
or you’ll have more repairs to do.
As the area softens, pull or push the
area into place and then cool it down
using cool water. If the area does not
respond properly, heat and cool until
it does.
For scratches, nicks, gouges, and
some small tears, start by sanding /
grinding the effected area to roughen
it up a bit and remove any loose
pieces. Fill the effected area by mixing
a small amount of the flexible repair
filler (following the directions on the
package) and evenly coat the entire
surface of the bumper using the auto
body filler spreader. You may not be
able to cover the entire surface with
the amount you mixed so continue
mixing more until the surface is
covered. The flexible repair that I used
can be worked for about 5 minutes
and sets in about 15 minutes. It will
set up faster in warm weather and
slower in cooler weather.
When the filler sets up (cures),
it will be smooth to the touch. Filler
that has not completely cured will
feel sticky and will not sand well at
all. Once the filler has cured, start
by sanding with 180-grit sandpaper
using a sanding block or sander until
smooth. If there are still small imperfections, spread another coat on
the effected area and sand smooth.
When the surface is smooth to your
liking and all of the imperfections are
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

SEM 39104 “Flexible Bumper Coater”

A finished bumper. A satisfying result.

removed, wet sand the entire surface
with 220-grit, wet or dry sandpaper
with plenty of clean water. Rinse and
dry again, using the lint free towels.
With the bumper completely sanded, cleaned and dried, you are ready to
start the refinishing. Again, read and
follow all instructions on the paint can
and use your safety equipment!
Start by applying two medium
wet coats of the flexible bumper paint
being sure to let it flash-off (dry to dull
finish) between coats. When dry, usually in about 30 to 45 minutes depending on temperature and humidity, wet
sand with 320-grit wet or dry sandpaper again and use plenty of clean
water. Rinse and dry. Apply one to two
more, medium wet coats of flexible
paint allowing proper dry time, then

wet sand with 400-grit sandpaper.
Rinse and dry, lint free towels again.
The surface should now be ready
for the final coat of paint. Let the final
coat of paint dry overnight then reassemble and reinstall the bumper.
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Products used:

• DuPont 3919S Prep-Sol™ solvent
(wax and grease remover)
• 3M Automix™ EZ Sand Flexible Parts
Repair
• 3M 80, 180, 220, 320, & 400 grit
sandpaper
• 3M Scotch Brite™ scuff pad (red or
gray)
• SEM™ #39104 Flexible Bumper
Coater (paint)
All products supplied by Automotive Finishes, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
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MG 2007 Update
Mille de Mendocino
MG 2007’s Mille de Mendocino
By Tom Balutis, MG Owners Club
of Northern California

M

endocino is, to my mind,
the premier destination on
California’s northern coast.
Despite (or because of) its relative isolation, it emerged as one of Northern
California’s major centers for the arts
in the 1950s. It’s easy to see why artists
were — and still are — attracted to this
idyllic community, “a cluster of New
England-style sea captains’ homes and
small stores set on headlands overlooking the ocean.” (FROMMER’S California Guidebook.)
The Mille de Mendocino is a
cornerstone activity of MG 2007. This
signature event-within-an-event consists of an all-day tour, starting at the
hotel and heading north to Mendocino
on scenic back roads. We will stop
frequently for photo opps (there are
many), potty breaks, gas, and snacks.
Our plans include a snack stop in
Gualala, a sightseeing stop of historic
Fort Ross, and a longer stop in Mendocino for shopping, sightseeing and
a good lunch. The tour wraps up with
a trip through the redwoods, down
Highway 101, and back to the hotel.
The Mille will take place on the
middle day of MG 2007, on Wednesday, following car show day on Tuesday. We will provide maps and written
directions, and divide ourselves into
smaller groups for easier caravans. A
trained tour guide from one of the local clubs will lead each group.
The essence of this activity will be
to provide an entertaining, rewarding
experience of the Northern California
natural resources and to provide the
entrants something to remember their
time in Northern California. The Mille
is designed to resemble some of the
long distance vintage tours that are
held in Europe each year.
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The tour groups will set off bright
and early in search of Northern
California natural beauty. Our initial
destination is the coast, as we wind
our way through thrilling secondary
roads through the town of Bodega on
our way to breathtaking vistas of the
Pacific Ocean.
We then travel over the coastal
hills to the Pacific Coast Highway 1
(PCH, as we know it), make a right
turn and travel north on our way to
the famous village of Mendocino. We
have pre-arranged parking, as it can
be in short supply. We will spend two
or three hours in town, allowing sufficient time for shopping and dining,
as this is a great lunch spot.
From Mendocino, we begin our
trek back. However, there is still much
to see and do! Our return journey
takes us through a magnificent
California Redwood forest (Mendocino
Woodlands) that offers an incredibly
scenic and magical tour of these wondrous creatures.
After traveling along scenic State
Road 128 through the Navarro River
Redwoods Park, we leave our new
friends, the redwoods, and experience
the towns of Philo, Boonville, and
Yorkville on our way to Highway 101.
Feel free to stop at one of the wineries along the way. (You can re-join
one of the following tour groups.) We
travel south on 101 for our return to
the Doubletree Hotel, our base for the
event.
Just north of our event hotel is the
city of Santa Rosa. While an interesting and scenic town, rush-hour traffic
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can be busy in Santa Rosa. We will
provide a route that will avoid most of
this traffic.
The tour has a cost of $20. This fee
primarily pays for a commemorative
“rally plate” that can be attached to
the license plate of participants, a la
the grand European tours. Of course, it
can be displayed in other ways.
The drive to Mendocino and back
will be about 250 miles, taking six to
eight hours of driving. For those who
want to participate but prefer a shorter
drive or to be back in time for the
gourmet cooking class at Ramekins
(starts at 3 pm), we will offer groups
that depart with the other groups but
turn back sooner.
With 100 or more MGs on the
tour, and the incredible roads and
scenery we shall experience, the Mille
de Mendocino will be a memorable
day for you and your MG (or even for
you and your rental car). Come see
if we are right! For more information
about the part of California that we

will take in, AAA offers a “Mendocino
& Sonoma Coast” map that shows our
route and destinations.
“The Village of Mendocino is ideal
for those who enjoy a picturesque stroll
with interesting things to do, including
quaint shops, boutiques and stunning
art galleries featuring local artists and
their latest creations. Fans of ‘Murder
She Wrote’ will recognize this seaside
village as ‘Cabot Cove.’ That’s right;
‘Murder She Wrote’ was filmed in the
Village of Mendocino (Hollywood’s
version of Maine). See if you can spot
the Mendocino inns that were portrayed as her home and ‘the scene of
the crime.’ – From Mendocino.com;
Mendocino, Inc.
Tom Balutis is heading up activities
planning for MG 2007, to be held July 1620, 2007, in the wine country of Sonoma
County, just north of San Francisco.
Tom and his wife recently moved back to
California after two years in Pennsylvania
where he found time to completely restore
his MGA coupe. Tom also cares for a factory MGB/GT V8 and an MG TD.

What makes a good roll bar? Carl Gwen modified the J.C. Whitney roll bar on his ’68
MGB to include a brake light and windscreen. His story begins on the next page.
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The Well-Appointed Roll Bar
By Carl Gwen
Sacramento Valley MG Car Club
Photos on previous page
n 1970, as I was getting ready to
graduate from college and head
into the real world, I decided that it
was time to part with my 1941 Chevrolet and buy a more modern car for
the demands of work. I searched for
several months and ending up buying
a Pale Primrose 1968 MGB. From the
start, my parents encouraged me to
get a roll bar because of the obvious
consequences of a rollover accident.
I complied and bought a roll bar
from J.C. Whitney for about $100
and my dad helped me install it. I
wrapped it with some old foam rubber and electrician’s tape, and so it
remained for about 25 years. When I
started taking the car to more events
after joining the Sacramento Valley
MG Car Club, I received many comments on how a roll bar destroys the
clean lines of the MG. So, I thought
I would make it more utilitarian as I
am committed to keeping it as a safety
feature.
First thing I wanted to do was
try to dress it up. The purchase of a
roll bar cover ensued, but I was very
disappointed in the fit. Looking at
the cover, I figured out that it would
not be too difficult to make my own.
One false start and a few hours later I
had a rather nice cover that most folks
cannot distinguish from professionally made covers. With this success I
was encouraged to continue with the
project.
The next addition was with safety
in mind, and has probably provided
more protection than any other feature. I purchased a rectangular trailer
sidelight and mounted on the top of
the roll bar. It was easily wired into
the brake lights by adding a double
bulleted connector to the wire from
brake light switch. After running one
wire to the light and then to ground, I
had a collision avoidance brake light

I
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in a very visible position. I was beginning to get very excited about the
multiple use possibilities of a roll bar.
Now was time for the addition of
a luxury device. I have always been
envious of the newer convertibles that
have a wind-blocking device behind
the driver and passenger. Since I drive
the car top down during many cold
mornings, I thought this could be a
good addition. I noticed that such a
wind blocker is available as an accessory, but I thought there ought to be
some way to make use of my roll bar
in this capacity.
So, armed with a cardboard cut
out of the area inside of the roll bar, I
headed down to the local glass shop
and they supplied me with a piece
of Plexiglas cut to size for $24. I then
purchased some edge trim from J.C.
Whitney (part number WF 890795R)
and figured out how far in to make the
holes for the straps to fasten it to the
roll bar. Drilling some pilot holes and
then connecting them with a coping saw accomplished this. After the
trim was pressed onto the Plexiglas, a
little one inch wide webbing from the
local backpacking store was inserted
through the holes and held in place
by a few stitches right next to the trim.
I then took the assembly out to the
car and set snaps at the appropriate
spots on the webbing and now had a
rather attractive looking wind blocker.
Amazing thing is it actually works. It
reduces the buffeting at freeway speeds
and makes conversation much easier.
On cool spring and fall mornings and
evenings, roll the windows up, turn on
the heater, and cruising the highways
is a bit more enjoyable without a harsh
wind at the back of your neck. Total
cost of the project was around $40
when you pro-rate the expense of the
edging.
I must admit I love my roll bar. It
is now more attractive and functional,
even though it may never see use for
its intended purpose. However, it is
there, just in case.
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200 MPG in a Midget

By George Carrasquillo
President
MG Car Club - Long Island Centre
Long Island, NY

L

ast year, June and I traveled 8,700
miles around the country in the
flamed MGB. This year we did not
make it to MG2006, but instead joined
our travel buddies David and Eileen
Deutsch, Alan and Enid Patraka and
Charles and Kim de Bourbon to Prince
Edward Island for the British Car Days
Across the Bridge.
I had sold the B and replaced it
with a 1963 Ford Falcon. So it was going to be the 1976 Midget that would
take us on this trip. I did some work
to get her ready, and was confident
she was up for it. I packed the trailer
and off we went to meet the rest of the
group. It is mandatory for this group
that we start off every trip at a Cracker
Barrel restaurant, so this is where
we all met. After a nice drive up the
northeastern side of the USA we hit the
first stopover in Maine. All was well

and the cars were performing great.
For once it seemed we were in the zone.
All the way up, we hoped to catch a
glimpse of a moose or any animal we
haven’t before seen in the wild.
Well, we made it to the big bridge
(eight miles long ) to cross to Prince
Edward Island, and it seemed to go on
forever. I must say it looked better in
the photos — you lose the mass when
you are on it, especially in a tiny car
where you can’t see over the sides.
Once on the island, we made way
to the motel. Here was the scenery
we were anticipating. Oh, yes, it was
beautiful. That evening was the greet
and meet barbecue, where we got our
registration packs and some good food
for the road-weary. (It seemed like
a drive up the block after last year’s
cross-country trip to Olympia, Wash.
But we did cover 1,000 miles to get
there.)
The next day we went off to the
show field, and were greeted with
enthusiasm. Apparently they do not
get that many cars from New York and

Eight-mile bridge approach to Prince Edward Island, Canada.
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Pennsylvania there. Many made the
same gasp when they saw the NY tags.
Mostly it was “WOW, all the way from
New York?” I was glad I made the trip
after I found my new favorite car: A
1952 Sunbeam, and what a beauty.
At the banquet, two of the four
cars in our group came home with a
trophy. All is well in the world up here.
That is how you feel sometimes when
you win. After all, you did work on the
MG to get her to look her best.
The next morning it was time to
get back on the road and head home.
This time June had the wheel, and
there was a big smile as she drove the
Midget. After we got off the island we
stopped for gas and I took the wheel
once again. It started out as normal,
but we got a little bored and kicked it
up a notch when we hit the highway.
We were doing about 85 mph for two

hours when my engine started to make
some noise. We pulled over to give a
listen, but decided we could not do
anything but take it slow and see how
it would fare. We got into third gear
and BAM….. RAT IT TAT TAT TAT
TAT! Smoke and debris flying, and the
Midget left a trail in the road like a
slug. Not so good, I think. Well, there
was no mistake this time — she was
not going anywhere soon, not with
that hole in the oil pan.
It was Sunday morning in Canada, 60 miles to go to the US border,
and that sinking feeling overwhelmed
me. But David opens his trunk and
said “let’s get going.” He hooks a tow
rope from the Midget to his B, and off
we go.
All the while, we both wondering:
how will they react to us at the border?
We started slow and after five minutes

Car show—beautiful Prince Edward Island.

The rope was a daring and dicey move.
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New Oil is Killing Our Cars!

200 MPG

By Keith Ansell
Foreign Parts Positively, Inc.

A

Oil pan blown
open by flying
engine parts.
on the highway, we got into a groove
and punched up to cruising speed,
around 70. Let me tell you, my eyes
were planted on those tail lights in
front of me. (If I had seen the hills we
were attacking, I may have given up.)
As we went down a hill Dave would
pick up speed so as not to let the rope
slack. I would keep it taut with a touch
of the brake. Dave said over the radio
that we hit 85 mph gaining speed for
one hill. He asked at one time how I
was doing, and I replied “Not bad, I’m
getting great mileage now.”
At the US border in Maine, the
guard came out and said “Looks like
we got some trouble here.” My heart
skipped a beat, until I realized he just
meant we had car trouble. All was fine
after that. His main concern seemed to
be confiscating all the hamburger and
hot dog meat in Charles’ cooler.
We had some nice back roads to
travel in Maine. After many years
searching, Dave finally spotted a
moose on the side of the road, and was
so excited he couldn’t help hitting the
brakes — all I saw was tail light. That

Fatally cracked engine block.
was the only time I felt the cars were
too close.
We made it to Lincoln, Maine,
and after a good night’s sleep, Dave
dragged me 50 more miles Monday
morning to the next big town.
We rented a box truck to put the
Midget inside, and drove the truck
home. We cannot believe it went 200
miles on a rope.
Well, all Kim could say when I
apologized for slowing us down was,
“Hell, it was boring until this happened. You just provided the entertainment. We should be thanking you.”
That night in New Hampshire was
the last one of the trip, and all tension was released. At dinner I never
laughed so much in my life.
You should know that I have
changed the engine in the Midget and
she made it to the Fall Fest in New Jersey in September. She’ll be doing a few
more shows in the new year.
See you on the road!

Loading the Midget for the long trip home. In case you’re wondering about the cost:
Tow truck lift into the truck, $50. Truck rental, $405. The experience? Priceless!
All in all, cheaper than a tow from Maine to Long Island.
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bout a year ago
I read about
the reduction of
zinc dithiophosphate
(ZDDP) in the oils supplied with API approval
that could affect sliding
and high pressure (EP)
friction in our cars.
The reduction of these
chemicals in supplied
oil was based on the
fact that zinc, manganese, and/or phosphates
reduce the effectiveness
and eventually damage catalytic converters
and introduce minute
amounts of pollutants
into our atmosphere.
A month or so ago, I had a member of the Columbia Gorge MG Club
bring a totally failed camshaft and
lifters back to me that had only 900
miles on them! I immediately contacted the camshaft re-grinder and
asked how this could happen. They
were well aware of this problem as
they were starting to have many failures of this type. In the past, the lack
of a molybdenum disulfide camshaft
assembly lubricant, at assembly, was
about the only thing that could create
this type of problem. My customer
has assembled many engines and had
lubricated the camshaft properly.
This got me on the phone to Delta
Camshaft, one of our major suppliers. Then the bad news came out
– it’s today’s “modern” API (American
Petroleum Industry) approved oils that
are killing our engines.
My next call was to a major camshaft supplier, both stock and performance (Crane). They now have an
additive for whatever oil you are using
during break-in so that the camshaft
and lifters won’t fail in an unreasonably short period of time. They also
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

suggest using a diesel rated oil on flat
tappet engines.
Next call: To a racing oil manufacturer that we use for the race cars
(Redline). Their response: “We are well
aware of the problem and we still use
the correct amounts of those additives
in our products”. They continued to
tell me they are not producing API
approved oils so they don’t have to test
and comply. Their oils were NOT the
“new, improved and approved” ones
that destroy flat tappet engines! “We
just build the best lubricants possible”.
Sounds stupid, doesn’t it, New-Approved but inferior products; but it
seems to be true for our cars.
To top this off, our representative
from a major supplier of performance
and street engine parts (EPWI) stopped
by to “warn us” of the problem of the
NEW oils on flat tappet engines. This
was a call that the representative was
making only because of this problem
to warn their engine builders! “The
reduction of the zinc, manganese, and
phosphates are causing very early
destruction of cams and followers”.
They are recommending that, for now
at least, there must be a proper oil
additive put in the first oil used on
new engines, beyond the liberal use
of molydisulfide assembly lube. They
have been told that the first oil is the
time the additives are needed but
remain skeptical that the first change
is all that is necessary. Their statement: Use diesel rated oils such as Delo
or Rotella that are usually available at
auto stores and gas stations.
This problem is BIG! American
Engine Rebuilder’s Association (AERA)
Bulletin #TB2333 directly addresses
this problem. I had a short discussion
with their engineer and he agreed with
all that I had been finding.
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I then contacted a retired engineer from Clevite, a major bearing
and component manufacturer. First
surprise was that he restored older British Motor bikes. The second surprise
was that he was VERY aware of this
problem because many of the old bikes
had rectangular tappets that couldn’t
rotate and are having a very large
problem with the new oils. He has
written an article for the British Bike
community that verifies all the bad
news we have been finding.
Comp Cams put out “#225 Tech
Bulletin: Flat Tappet Camshafts”.
They have both an assembly lube and
an oil additive. The telling sentence in
the bulletin was: “While this additive
was originally developed specifically
for break-in protection, subsequent
testing has proven the durability benefits of its long term use. This special
blend of additives promotes proper
break-in and protects against premature cam and lifter failure by replacing
some of the beneficial ingredients that
the oil companies have been required
to remove from the shelf oil”.
Next question: Now what do we
do? From the camshaft re-grinders
(DeltaCam) “Use oils rated for diesel
use”, Delo (Standard Oil product) was
named. About the same price as other
quality petroleum based oils. They are
not API formulated and have the zinc
dithiophosphate we need in weights we
are familiar with.
From the camshaft manufacturer
(Crane): “Use our additive for the first
500 miles”. From General Motors
(Chevrolet): Add EOS, their oil fortifier,
to your oil, it’s only about $14.00 for
each oil change for an 8 ounce can
(This problem seems to be something
GM has known about for some time!).
From Redline Oil: “Use our street
formulated synthetics. They have
what we need!” The actual cost in
operation is also less as the additive
package in Redline makes a 1-year
or up to 18,000 mile change recommended! Yes, it is a long change
interval but with lowered sulfur levels
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For older
broken-in engines.
For breaking-in
an engine.

and the elimination of lead and many
other chemicals in the fuels, there are
less contaminants in their oil from fuel
which is the major contributor to oil
degradation.
From Castrol: “We are beginning
to see a pattern emerging on older
cars. It may be advantageous to use
a non-approved lubricant, such as oils
that are Diesel rated, 4-Cycle Motorcycle oils, and other specified diesel oils.”
However, v is still good for our cars
– after fully breaking-in. Castrol HD30 is a very good oil for the break-in
of new motors. This oil has one of the
largest concentrations of ZDDP and
Molybdenum to conserve our cams
and tappets.
So, 10W-40, 10W-30, and other
grades are NOT good. Absolutely NOT
GOOD for any oil (of any brand) that
is marked “Energy Conserving” in the
API “donut” on the bottle. These oils
are so low with ZDDP or other additives that they will destroy our cams.
Our latest conclusions: Running
our older, broken-in engines on Castrol
20W-50 GTX is OK; break-in a new
engine for 3,000 miles on HD-30
Castrol; new engines (after break-in)
and fairly low mileage engines will do
best with Redline 10W-40 or 10W-30
synthetic.
Too many things are starting to
show up on this subject and it has cost
us money and time. Be aware that
“New and Improved”, or even products
we have been using for many years,
destroys our cars as it isn’t the same
stuff we were getting even a year ago.
If you have any additional input
let us know. We need to let every
flat tappet engine owner, (i.e.: every
British car owner) know that things
are changing and we MUST meet the
challenge.
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

Battery Disconnect Switches
By Allan Brown
Toronto MG Car Club

T

he installation of a battery disconnect switch is usually done either
for safety considerations or as an
anti-theft device or both. Here are a
few thoughts on the subject.
First, let me say this: the following
assumes we are talking about adding
a disconnect switch to a MGB. If you
don’t have a B, you could always buy
one or see the note at the end.
To be practical, the switch should
be readily accessible to the driver from
the driver’s normal seating position.
This, therefore, precludes those types
that are mounted directly on the battery itself. While this type of switch
will remove the power from the car, it
is unsuitable in an emergency situation when you must disconnect the
battery with little time to spare.
The best types are those with a
removable key. With these, you can
“turn-off” the car and take the key
with you. While the switch is easily
by-passed and, therefore, not a true
anti-theft device (is there really such a
device?), the hassle of troubleshooting
as to why the car won’t start while you
are trying to steal it, will put off most
yobs.
The safety aspect of the switch is
to remove battery power to all of the
car’s electrical system so that if you are
working on the car or something goes
wrong while driving, you can quickly
turn the power off. When the battery is disconnected, any fire or rough
metal that melts or cuts the wire insulation and shorts it to the body (chassis) will have no effect on the electrical
system — unless the fire reaches the
battery. It is for this reason that the
switch should be readily accessible to
the driver.
The existing set-up is with the
battery(ies) in behind the seats. The
newer cars have the positive (I’ll call
“power”) wire running under the car
to the front to the starter. The negaMGB DRIVER–January/February 2007

tive wire is screwed to the car body
adjacent to the battery. This is what is
known as Negative earth or Negative
ground. The older cars are the opposite and are known as Positive earth or
Positive ground.
So, which side of the battery
should you put the switch in — the
positive or negative wire?

Negative Ground

Switch in
Negative Ground

Switched
Negative Ground

Positive Ground

Switch in
Positive Ground

Switched
Positive Ground

In the drawings above, the switch
will supply power to the lamp whither
it is in the positive wire or the negative
wire. So, electrically, it makes no difference which side is switched but there
are mechanical considerations. These
considerations are due to the power
involved, physical size and nature of
the wires, connectors and the switch
itself, and depend on the grounding
system of the car. You don’t want any
potential shorts! There is more smoke
in those wires than you can imagine.
I believe the switch should be
inserted in the ground path (i.e.
– between the battery post and body
(ground)) for four reasons —
1) It is the easiest method of insertion as you don’t have to cut or make
joints in any of the wires
2) If for some reason the switch
wires happen to touch the body,
nothing will happen as this would be
the normal connection anyway. You
would be able to tell by turning on
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Battery Disconnect Switches
the lights. If the lights come on and
the switch is off, then your wires are
touching the body somewhere near the
switch.
3) The switch is located right at the
power source. This is important. You
want to know that the power is turned
off at the source and not at some other
location.
4) If you install the switch in the
“power” wire then you have to cut
the wire and attach it to the switch.
Depending on where you locate the
switch, you may not have enough
length. If not, just how are you going
to safely join the wires?
Due to the large current involved
when starting, and due to the environment and location, this is not quite
straightforward — especially if you are
not confident with wiring or electrical
systems. There is also the factor of the
large connectors on the wires and on
the switch. These can lead to the possibility of shorting to or being shorted
to the body of the car. This will cause
a fire and possibly explode the battery.
Remember, ground is everywhere and
very easy to touch.
You also have the possibility of
making a bad connection and/or
eventual corrosion, which will lead to
starting and other electrical problems.
If you install the switch on the
ground side, you can buy the pre-made
wires in various lengths and all that is
involved is unscrewing the wire from
the body and attaching it to the switch
then attaching the new wire from the
switch to the body. No cut wires, no
trying to join wires and if the contacts
short to the body, no harm is done.
My battery disconnect switch is
located on the battery cover a couple
of inches from the battery. When the
key is not in place, the hole is covered
by the pile of the carpet and when in
place, does not interfere with anything. I can reach the switch from
the sitting position in the driver’s
seat. Another recommended position
is the vertical bulkhead behind the
passenger’s seat directly in front of the
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battery.
Question: If the switch is near the
top of the battery, can it spark as it
makes contact — could it cause an explosion from the spark? How safe is it?
If your battery is in its factory
position, and you’re not using a nonvented battery box*, then chances
of hydrogen gas building up in the
battery area are remote as this area is
not enclosed. Additionally, chemical
action and gassing is not really generated unless a battery is undergoing
heavy charging or discharging. (* You
should never place a battery in a nonvented battery box.)
There is a suggestion of diverting
the battery wire from the starter post
and adding the switch to the consol.
I would not do this; it can lead to
dangerous situations! When starting
the car, there will be a large current
draw requiring a large gauge wire.
The existing wire is usually thick and
stiff and not easy to work with. If you
decide to do this, you introduce the
problems of how do you safely join
the new wire to the existing wire; and,
secondly, how do you get the wire
from the starter to inside the car to
the switch and from the switch back
to the starter without the risk of future
damage to the wire or creating a short
circuit? Because of the power involved,
these two aspects are not as simple as
they may seem. Remember, this is the
main power wire and if it gets shorted
to the body, you will be saying goodbye to your car!
There is the possibility of adding
a relay. A relay suitable for this job
would be large. You need to take into
consideration relay reliability and contact bounce. In other words, it could
lead to more problems than it’s worth.
I had thought of doing this on my car
but decided against it.
Another question: I have a digital
radio with memory presets. If I disconnect the battery then I will loose all
my settings. What about the clock?
My solution is to remove the digital radio and replace it with a period
radio that does not require power all
the time and why do you need a clock
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— are you not having fun? Or, you
could put a small value fuse; say 1
amp, across the switch to allow power
for the radio and clock. This will blow
if you try to start the car without turning the key or there is a fault. But,
you don’t want to be replacing fuses
every time you forget to turn on the
switch and try to start the car. There
are things called poly fuses. Like a
regular fuse, they will “blow” if the
current is excessive, but they will reset
themselves when the load is removed.
They are small and can be easily fitted to the back of the switch. You can
buy these at various electronic supply
stores.
So, you don’t have a B and want to
add a switch to a Midget, 1100/1300,
T-series, or even a Triumph? Cars that
have the battery up front beside the
engine or in the boot present a slightly
different problem. I still believe the
switch should be in the ground path
for the reasons stated above — this is
important! You will face the problem
of routing the wires to the inside of the
car; however, this is not as critical as
in the case above because if the wires

become shorted to ground, no harm
will be done. Your switch will just no
longer function.
To do this, I suggest using the wire
used for hi-end car audio. This comes
in large sizes and, unlike regular battery wire, is very flexible. There is an
assortment of connectors designed for
the high powered audio amplifiers and
some are suitable for battery disconnect applications.
Assuming a negative ground car,
disconnect the existing wire from the
battery Negative (—) post and remove
the post clamp from the wire. Take
the switch connection directly to the
post (you may want to buy a new
post clamp). The other wire from the
switch should be properly connected to
the original negative wire.
If you want to discuss this further,
email me at allansmgb@gmail.com.
Put MGCCT in the subject line so that
it won’t be deleted by my spam filter.
Also see the website www.mgcars.org.
uk/electrical/switch.html for other
thoughts on this topic.

“MG X-Power” Soon to be a vintage British MG.
MGB DRIVER–January/February 2007
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Seeing Red

The ‘Why’ of . . . .
Photo Provided by Keli gw yn

Carl Gwyn and his 1968 MGB, which remains Pale Primrose.

By Keli Gwyn
Sacramento Valley MG Car Club
Back in 1999, my husband, Carl,
was planning to have his ’68 MGB
repainted for the first time. For him,
the big decision was which body shop
to use. For me, it was what color to
have the car painted. I labored under
the stereotype that “real” sports cars
are red, and I honestly hoped that Carl
would consider my strongly voiced
opinion. He, on the other hand,
favored the original Pale Primrose,
assuring me that it would be a much
brighter shade than the old, faded
paint. He also maintained that it
is safer, because yellow makes the B
more visible. I countered with the fact
that fire trucks are often painted red,
and remained fixed in my opinion.
On a late spring day before the
scheduled summer paint job, Carl happened to be following me up Highway
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SO as we headed east into Placerville,
Calif. I was in our four-cylinder Ford
Escort wagon. I’d gotten behind a slow
moving vehicle and could not get up
enough speed on the steep hill to pass
it. Carl was in his B with its recently
added overdrive, and zipped by both
of us with ease. It was that time of
evening when the light from behind
causes everything in front of a driver
to fade to shades of gray. I looked
ahead, and up at the top of the hill
was the MG.
I couldn’t deny it. Carl was right.
His car stood out. The Pale Primrose
did make the MG more easily visible.
In fact, it was the only car whose color
I could determine. Since safety is my
primary concern when I think of Carl
driving his B in a world of SUVs and
big trucks, I was convinced that Pale
Primrose was the best choice after all.
Carl was pleased, and I was no longer
seeing red.
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Basic Ignition Tuning

By Paul Konkle
San Diego MG Club

L

ike a comedian doing his routine
on stage, when it comes to engine
performance, timing is everything. In this case, I’m talking about
the ignition timing. Although often
times thought of as an explosion, the
ignition of the fuel/air mixture in the
combustion chamber is actually a
controlled (we hope) burn.
In order to fully complete combustion, the spark must be present before
the piston reaches Top Dead Center
(TDC) so that complete combustion
occurs just after TDC on the power
stroke. The amount of time before
top dead center (BTDC) that the spark
occurs is known as advance, and it
is usually measured in degrees (°) of
crankshaft rotation.
An engine requires different
amounts of advance under differing
circumstances. Generally speaking,
an engine is most efficient, and makes
the most power, with the greatest
amount of advance that does not lead
to pre-ignition, also known as pinging
or pinking. The distributor allows for
advance in three different ways. They
are static timing, vacuum advance,
and mechanical advance.
Static timing is set simply by rotating the distributor and locking down
the clamp. It can be easily checked by
the use of a simple small light bulb
connected to two wires with alligator
clips. Proper static timing procedures
can be found in the workshop manual
for your particular car.
On most distributors, there will
be a vacuum advance “can” attached
to the side of the distributor. Inside is
a diaphragm connected to the points
plate. This diaphragm is moved by
vacuum through a small capillary
tube attached to either a carburetor
or the intake manifold, and rotates
the points plate accordingly. If the
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vacuum line attaches to a carburetor,
it is known as “ported” vacuum, and
if attached to the manifold itself it
uses “manifold” vacuum. Our beloved
MGs came with both types. Most cars
used ported vacuum, as it increased
drivability and performance.
In the early 70’s, as MG struggled
to meet stricter emissions standards,
manifold vacuum came into play.
Ported vacuum is greatest when the
throttle butterflies are initially being
opened from a low RPM condition,
such as when accelerating onto the
freeway. More vacuum equals greater
advance equals greater power, right
when you need it most.
Manifold vacuum, however, is the
greatest when the throttle butterflies
are completely closed, or basically
at idle and on overrun (decelerating). Why would we want the greatest
advance when we’re slowing down?
Greater advance here meant more
complete combustion at idle, which
kept the emissions down, since much
emission testing in the early days was
done at idle. MG had to make the
switch to get the cars to pass emissions
testing, which came into play around
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Basic Ignition Tuning
the 1970-72 model years depending on
where the car was destined. Can you
switch to ported vacuum if your car
has manifold vacuum? The answer
is yes and no. Yes, because it can
physically be done, but no, because the
distributor’s advance curve was altered
to work with manifold vacuum.
Since I mentioned advance curves,
now is the time to talk about mechanical advance, the third component
of ignition timing. Inside the distributor there is a set of flyweights and
springs. As the engine revs higher, the
flyweights are pulled out further by
centripetal (often incorrectly referred
to as centrifugal force) force. These
are connected to the advance plate, so
as the engine revs higher, the timing is
advanced.
The amount of advance at a
given RPM can be altered by the use
of different weights and springs. This
is known as the advance curve, and
it can be checked in two ways. One is
to put the distributor in a specialized
tester, which spins the distributor at
higher RPM and records the amount of
advance at a given speed.
The second way is to disconnect
and plug the vacuum advance line,
and using a variable timing light,
have an assistant raise engine RPM in
increments and adjust the dial on the
light until the strobe light hits TDC.
Subtract your static timing, and that
will tell you the mechanical advance
throughout the RPM range. The
maximum mechanical advance on
the distributor can usually be found
stamped on the advance plate.
Typically, this number should be
around 10, although late rubber bumper cars may be as high as 15. Keep in
mind that this number is in distributor
degrees. To convert to crankshaft degrees, simply multiply by two. The distributor is driven from the camshaft,
which turns at half of engine speed.
To calculate total advance, multiply the advance plate number by
two (10x2=20) and add the amount of
static timing, say for instance 14°, and
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you come up with 34° total advance.
What about the vacuum advance
you say? Vacuum advance generally
comes into play only in part-throttle
conditions, so it is not a factor in
total advance. At some point (!) the
mechanical advance will overcome the
effects of vacuum advance.
So, you ask, what should the total
advance for my car be? The factory settings are a good basis to start
experimenting, but keep in mind that
these numbers tend to be a bit on the
conservative side. Also remember
that the newest of these little gems are
26-plus years old, and after multiple
rebuilds and modifications, the factory
settings may not even be close.
Having the ideal amount of advance for any given situation is really
prohibited by the technology of distributors. We can get close, but there are
so many factors involved, the only way
to really optimize timing is by trial
and error using a “rolling road” AKA
chassis dynamometer with a knowledgeable technician who understands
the intricacies of ignition tuning.
Without that available, you can
get close with some patience and a
nearby long uphill road. To start with,
you should first make sure the distributor is basically sound. Make sure
the bushing isn’t worn and allowing
the shaft to wobble, as this will cause
highly irregular timing. Install a fresh
set of points and a condensor, and a
good cap and rotor, and make sure the
plugs and wires are up to snuff.
The “shade tree” method involves
advancing the static timing a couple
of degrees, and taking the car for a
drive up that long uphill, where the
engine is fully loaded. Hear any pinging/pinking? If not, advance a couple
of more degrees, and go for another
drive. Repeat until you start to hear
the sounds of pre-ignition under full
load, then back off to the previous
setting.
I hope I’ve answered some questions, and probably raised quite a few
more. Consult your workshop manual
or a good tuning book, or give me a
shout. Keep driving those MGs!
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Technical Talk
John:
I have an August, 1966 MGB (GHN3L
98066) on which I have just completed a
major driveline rebuild. In the process, I installed an alternator conversion purchased
from one of the major suppliers, with a “2wire” alternator which retains the original
RB340 regulator.
The car was already converted to
negative ground. The alternator conversion
calls for the brown/yellow “D” lead on the
regulator to be spliced into one of the “B”
leads (either to the ignition switch or the
fuse box) and the “F” lead to be relocated
to the “D” terminal. The alternator installation and the wiring conversion have been
done according to instructions, checked
and re-checked with no problems apparent.
The situation is this:
1) When the key is turned on, the
warning light glows (no problem).
2) When the motor is started, the
warning light goes out (no problem).
3) When the motor is shut off (and
the key is off), the warning light glows
(PROBLEM).
I pulled the regulator cover and noted
that the cut-out is remaining closed when
the key is turned off, so I disconnected
the battery to open the cut-out. When
running, the cut-out is closing at approximately 12.8-13 volts (no load), which as I
recall is in the acceptable range.
I have checked and re-checked the
conversion wiring, cleaned up all of the
old regulator connections, and directly
grounded the regulator. As the regulator
I was using had been in service with the
old generator for many years, I suspected
a cut-out problem and substituted a new
regulator I’ve been keeping as a spare, but
the same problem occurred.
I can’t help but think that I’m missing
something really obvious, but the brain is
fading rapidly. Any suggestions? — Glenn
Lathrop
Glenn!
To keep the system working correctly, you really have to gut the old
RB340 to keep the current from getting to earth. I just did one, but you
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
can do it too. Cut out the swamping
resistors; cut out the F to D resistor (for
the voltage regulator); cut the points so
there is NO WAY that any current can
pass between B F or D and earth.
Connect the heavy BROWN/
GREEN wire to the alternator output;
connect the light BROWN/YELLOW to
the alternator indicator lead, and you
should be all set to go.
John,
I had my gearbox and overdrive rebuilt,
but I’m experiencing a problem after the
unit warms up. Applying power on an
incline causes the overdrive to disengage
however power to the solenoid remains
on (attached a test light to check). Easing momentarily off the power will cause
the overdrive to re-engage. This pattern
repeats itself as I continue to drive. Any
ideas? — Ken Davis
Ken!
I believe that the problem is a
worn clutch – either that or not enough
hydraulic pressure. It could be that the
oil pump is not operating well enough
or that the oil pressure relief valve is
blowing off too soon. Best case, you
take apart what you can from the
bottom, clean it out, check the spring
length, and put it all back together
and it works. Worst case, you have to
take the engine/OD out of the car.
John,
I’m having the hardest time finding
a good overdrive transmission for a 1974
MGB roadster. They’re all over England,
but shipping is very expensive, and there’s
none in the U.S. to be had for less than
$800-1000 and that’s not rebuilt at all.
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Tech Talk

Do you guys ever sell good, reliable,
and/or rebuilt overdrive transmissions? If
so, let me know.
Wish your tech sessions were closer to
California, or in the summer when I’m
on vacation so I could come. I can’t get
off in colder months. — Drew Maddock

UNIVERSITY MOTORS LTD
John Twist’s
Lucas Electrics Cheat Sheet

THE WIRING FAMILIES
			

BLACK B

Earth

			

BROWN N

Battery HOT, UNFUSED

			

PURPLE P

Battery HOT, FUSED

			

WHITE W

Ignition HOT, UNFUSED

			

GREEN G

Ignition HOT, FUSED

			

BLUE		

U

Headlamps

			

RED		

R

Parking Lights

			
YELLOW
Y
Dynamo Connexions -62 / 		
						
Overdrive 62
			
SLATE S
Anti run-on circuit
HINTS

Half of all electrical problems are caused by faulty electrical connexions
Half of the rest of all electrical problems are caused by a dirty fusebox
Bulbs either work or not – a glowing bulb is not a failing bulb, it’s a faulty earth
Body shops cannot re-wire a British vehicle
If “weird” things occur, it’s probably a faulty earth.
PROCEDURE
Either blow up your wiring diagram then trace out the circuit
– Or –
Extract the circuit by hand
Always begin and end at the battery
WARNING
Approaching an electrical malfunction without a TEST LIGHT and without the wiring diagram SPECIFIC to your year and model is a certain route to madness.
Your Lucas questions are cheerfully answered by John Twist, University Motors Ltd during
his technical hour 1-2 pm EST, Monday thru Friday. 616 682 0800 or www.universitymotorsltd.com
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Drew!
Keep watching eBay and your
local/national club newsletters. I just
talked to a guy who purchased one at
the Chicagoland swap meet for $350.
Just keep looking! Moss sells new ones
for about $2,500, I think. Those used
ones are out there!
Next option: buy a MGB with
overdrive, swap it out, clean up the car,
and sell the car without the overdrive.
With luck, the whole project will zero
out!
John,
I have the same electrical problem
that everybody else that signs on to your
site have. I removed the fuse box on my
1980 MGB and cleaned it then checked
the power on the fuses. Only the bottom
two have power. The second fuse which
controls tach, blinkers, etc, is sporadic, but
I got everything going except for one tail
light.
My radiator fans weren’t working. I
touched the two ends together and they
went on, so I replaced the sensor. They
worked.
While I’m doing all of this, I cleaned
the two pop-in fuses that hang under the
fuse box. Now I don’t get any power to the
fan sensor. I have a concern about the top
two fuses, but I can’t drive the car without
the overheat fans working.
Please help me. — Gene Hilgreen
Gene!
Let’s take this from the top down:
#1 fuse runs one side or one
diagonal on the parking lights / side
markers / license lights
#2 fuse runs the opposite side or
opposite diagonal
#3 fuse runs everything that works
when the key is on – gauges, turns,
brake and reverse lights, wipers, heater
motor, those kinds of things
#4 fuse runs the components that
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work with the key on or off – the horn,
the bright light flashers, the cigarette
lighter, the trunk and interior lights.
The fusebox does NOT control the
hazards, the anti run-on valve, the
headlights, the fuel pump, the coil,
the overdrive, NOR does it control the
cooling fans.
The two inline, pop-in fuses are
the hazards and the anti run-on valve.
The headlights are not fused – neither
is the fuel pump, the coil, the overdrive
(although it should be and can be).
The cooling fans are fused through a
circuit breaker (the size of a rectangular turn signal flasher box), located
just to the front and lower than the
fusebox.

The connections for the fusebox are:
#1 FRONT: Top or second spade
receives a RED/GREEN
#2 FRONT: See above
#3 FRONT: Receives WHITE/
BROWN wires from the ignition relay
#4 FRONT: Receives a BROWN
(always hot, unfused) wire from the
starter motor solenoid HOT stud.
#1 REAR: Pair of Reds
#2 REAR: Pair of Reds
#3 REAR: Three or four GREENS on
two spade terminals
#4 REAR: Pair or three PURPLES on
two spade terminals.
The front side of the fusebox is the
UNFUSED side; the rear is the FUSED
side.
The top front two fuses have a
bridged connection (look on the underside of the fusebox).
The cooling fan circuit runs from
the ignition relay to the front side of
the #3 fuse (or directly) to the circuit
breaker.
From the circuit breaker the heavy
green runs to the thermostatic sensor.
From the thermostatic sensor to the
motor is GREEN/BLACK to the motor.
From the motor to earth is BLACK.
WARNING: Approaching any
electrical malfunction without a test
light and without the wiring diagram
for YOUR MGB is a certain route to
madness!
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Tech Talk
John,
Will the negative camber A-arms improve
the steering performance like the sellers
claim? My B is a weekend driver, not a
racer. Also, somewhere in my cars history it
was “detoxed” looks like a nice clean conversion.... My question is what spec should
I use for tune-up? I’m guessing it should
be tuned like an early car, pre-emission?
Am I right? Thanks, — John Mahone
John!
Engineers with more training, education, and probably paid more than
we are designed this suspension to
work well. I need to be convinced that
the standard setup is lacking – and I’m
a tough bird to convince!
Tuning: Valves at 0.013”; timing at 32 BTDC at 4000 rpm with the
vacuum disconnected; plugs at 0.035”.
Hi John,
We just did a conversion from a standard transmission to an overdrive on a
’74 MGB. We used the later LH version
box and everything went great until we
road tested it and noted a slight variation in the speedometer (10 to 12 mph
low). We expected there to be a variation
and made sure that the pinion gear in the
transmission body was right. I guess we
didn’t take into account that the “gearing”
drive in the speedo body would be different
or incompatible.
Our research suggests that there are
a couple of solutions, but I would love to
hear your suggestion before we dive in and
waste a bunch of time.
Thanks! — Jim Allen
Jim!

There are two speedo drive speeds
between 1968 and 1980: 1280 turns
per mile ’68-74 and 1000 tpm between
’74½ and 80. You have installed a
1000 tpm geared OD into a car with a
1280 speedo. So, you’re off 20 percent.
Two solutions: remove the OD and
replace the gears with the proper ones
(new, about $150, I think); or, find a
1000 speedo and install it. Easy decision!
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John,
I’m trying to replace the glass in my
speedo on my 79 MGB. I can get my hand
behind it and remove the light and cable.
I understand you can grab the speedo
from behind, twist it and push in to
release it, but doesn’t seem to work. Any
trick to doing this? Also, today for the first
time my starter did not stop running after
ignition. I turned it off and the second
time was normal. The third time did it
again. Do you have any idea of the possible cause and where to start? — Keith
Keith!
The starter motor continues to
run for one of three reasons: the key
switch, the ignition relay, or the starter
motor solenoid. The most common
is that the key switch is worn. If the
key feels wonderfully positive and the
switch SNAPS from START to ON, then
the switch probably isn’t the problem.
You can temporarily wire through
the starter relay (round plastic, just to
the rear of the fuse box). Pull off the
WHITE/RED and the WHITE/BROWN,
and connect them together. If the
relay was the problem, it won’t stick on
now. Replace the relay with a Lucas
SRB 402. If the key switch is not the
problem and the relay is not the problem, then the starter motor is at fault
– but this is so rare that I’m sure it’s
not the problem in your ’79 MGB.
To replace the glass, push the
speedo INTO the dash, rotate it to
about 2:00 and it will come right out
of the dash. BTW, you’ll have to get a
good glass man for that piece as there
is a hole for the trip odometer reset
right down at 6:00.
Dear John,
I have a question on a ’73 MG
Midget rear suspension. Some time ago, I
purchased a new semi-elliptical leaf-spring
and bushing kit from Victoria British. I
removed the rear axle, etc, and replaced
both leaf springs, bushings, check straps
– and reinstalled the damper units.
The process was fairly straightforward, but I have a problem no adjustment seems to solve. The axle seems to sit
several inches lower than before. I do have
the engine and transmission out of the
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car, but the axle seems much lower than
should be proper. (The prop shaft would
presently sit 2-3 inches higher than the
differential unit.)
The check straps are fully extended,
and there is about 6 inches between the
rubber bumpers on the top of the axles
and the under side of the body.
Is there some other adjustment I can
make to reduce the space between the tires
and the round arches or will the weight of
the engine/transmission take up this slack?
I would greatly appreciate any help you
could give me. — David W. Price
David!
The springs are faulty at the get
go, it’s as simple as that. Many of the
new leaf springs, made in England,
supplied by many of the big suppliers
are faulty right out of the box, some
sitting too low, some too high, and
many collapsing within a disturbingly short time. Do you still have
your old springs? They can be rebuilt
by a competent spring shop. BTW, if
those springs are low now, wait until
you get the power train installed! Oh,
another thing, the coil springs are not
to be trusted, either. Why these firms
continue to sell parts they know might
be faulty is beyond me!
Greetings John,
I want to compliment you on your
Tech Talk column in MGB Driver. It is
the first section that I read. I have a
valve that continues to ‘tick’ regardless
of repeated adjustments (it’s actually the
1969 MGB engine’s valve, not mine). I
religiously follow the “Sacred Rule of 9.”
I’d appreciate any suggestions you might
have. Is it likely that the contact face
(rocker arm-valve stem) of the rocker arm
need to be “dressed? — David Morris
David!
You can quickly identify that ticking valve by inserting a 0.010” feeler
between the valve stem and rocker
face as the engine is running. But,
after repeated adjustments, you must
conclude that the camshaft and lifter
are faulty (the ticking comes from an
incorrect ramp closing speed). We
can change a cam in our shop in a
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day, but it’s quite a task. Remove the
distributor drive gear, pushrods and
lifters, front cover, gears and chain,
radiator, sometime the oil cooler, and
the cam will side out the front of the
engine. Sometimes you have to lift the
engine off the mounts to remove the
front pulley. Call me if you need any
more information!
Thanks for the nice note about the
tech articles!
John,
Would you please advise me as to
the best fluid to use in the dashpots? I
hear everything from 20w50 oil to Marvel
Mystery oil. Please give your advice.
Thanks —Randy Raab
Randy!
Besides what you’ve found, I’ve
seen 3-in-1 oil, transmission fluid,
brake fluid, and antifreeze!
I have been using 90-weight gear
oil. Actually, it’s 80/90 hypoid gear
oil. WHAT? AM I NUTS? Follow me
through on this.
The mixture must richen at
acceleration. It is the resistance to
movement that keeps the venturi small
and affects the enrichening. Even the
newest original SU is 32 years old. The
brass damper piston has been running
against the inside of the steel dashpot
tube all this time – some wear has
occurred! The heavier oil accounts
for that wear. What about the “new”
SU carbs? The ones I’ve seen have
a mismatch between the OD of the
brass piston and the ID of the dashpot
– hence the necessity of heavier oil.
Try it out!
John,
I have a 1972 MGB that I bought for
restoration back in 1986. I left it at my
parents while I was in the military for six
years. I thought they were starting the car
and driving it occasionally, but, unfortunately, I found out much later that they
hadn’t touched it. So to make a long story
short, it has been sitting in the same place
for over 10 years, exposed to the elements.
All sections of the car have major rust. I’m
not sure what the frame looks like, since
I haven’t taken it apart. Taking your best
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guess, is it possible to restore this car at
this point or should I carefully try to get
this thing to a junk yard before it crumbles
into powder? And if it is possible to restore
what is the best approach? Get rid of
everything but the frame or try to salvage
what hasn’t rusted? Thanks — Gene Smith
Gene!
It is always possible to restore
any MG. It might need a new body; it
might need other major components.
Bring it to me and I’d bet we’d run
through $50,000 to return a brilliant
MGB to you. You can, on the other
hand, simply place a garbage tag on
this one, save $40,000, and go out and
purchase the best 1972 MGB you can
find for $10,000; but…
Let’s say you had a dog. You loved
the dog. Your parents kept the dog for
you for six years. The dog barely remembered you, but it was and IS your
dog. You take it home. It gets sick.
You take it to the vet. Vet shakes his
head and says, “Son, it’ll cost $2500 to
fix up your dog. It would be cheaper
to shoot the son-of-a-bitch and then
go to the pound and get a new dog for
$25.” But you cannot – it’s your dog.
You spend the money.
Very little on the carcass will be
good, but if you do decide to purchase
another, PLEASE don’t send the MGB
to the scrap yard! Find someone,
somewhere, who will take the car from
you.
Hi John,
I have a 1976 MGB with California
specifications, I recently rebuilt the engine.
Before I had a problem with the starter
but thanks to you, it has been fixed. The
starter has a good cracking speed, but the
engine won’t start. I noticed no spark in
the spark plug. I used an Ignition spark
check; I confirmed I don’t have spark in
spark plug. It looks like I have a Lucas
45D distributor. Distributor cap, rotor, and
cables are new. I proceeded to check the
white and light green wire going into the
+ of the coil with a 12 volt test lamp and
power is going into it. With the ignition
on, I checked the white and brown wire go-
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ing into the fuse box and both have power.
Then I replaced the coil with another one,
but it was still doing the same. The prior
owner removed the point and condenser
and replaced them with an electronic
ignition kit with a black box. The black
box does not have any information about
model number or the serial number, only
states it was made by Allison Automotive
and produced Aug 1, 1983. It also has
instructions on installation. I verified the
installation is correct (red wire into the +
of the coil, the black wire into – of coil and
purple wire ground). There are three thin
wires coming out of distributor – black,
gray, and white. Another female connection from the old system with three wires
one is white with blue, white, and white
with black; but this wire doesn’t have any
male connection. I don’t know how to
troubleshoot this electronic ignition kit.
Do you think this electronic ignition could
be the problem with missing spark? Or is
there another check I could do?
Thank you very much again —Jorge
Jorge!
All you can do with an electronic
ignition that is not working is this:
1) Ensure the amplifier wiring is
correct – Red power, Purple earth, and
Black to the rear side of the coil.
2) Ensure that the original wiring
plug (white, white/blue, white/black)
from the original wiring loom is not
grounded out or shorted or connected
to something else.
3) Ensure that the wiring from the
amplifier to the distributor (that three
wire loom) has good connections.
4) Ensure that the wheel or
magnetic pickup in the distributor is
aligned or close to the pickup head.
This all assumes that you’ve
checked the wire coming from the
distributor and that there is no spark
there. If there is then the problem lies
in the cap/rotor/wires.
After all of this, if it still doesn’t
work, buy points or if it’s a 45DE distributor, purchase the Pertronix unit
(buy two – one for a backup!).
John,
I have a 1978 MBG roadster and at
low idle the ignition light comes on. I
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just replaced my alternator and the light
still seems to flicker on at low idle, being
below 1000 rpm. I had the old alternator
checked and it was only putting out about
14 amps, which was why I replaced it. Am
I missing something I should be replacing?
I don’t understand why the light is still
coming on. Please let me know
Thanks — Scott Zirlin
Scott!
The alternator light usually remains on until you exceed 800 - 1000
rpm at which time it extinguishes. It
should not flicker.
Here are some things to check:
Battery posts; starter connection; and
alternator connections.
Remove the clamps from the battery, clean the posts and clamps, and
refit. Also, remove the earth strap
from the chassis, clean it, and refit it.
Remove the heavy BROWN wires
from the starter solenoid. Tighten the
nut at the solenoid, and then refit the
BROWN wires along with the heavy,
black cable from the battery.
Lastly, work with the alternator
plug so that the female spade connectors do, in fact, grip the male spades in
the back of the unit tightly.
Your alternator should produce
30-40 amps – if it’s spinning quickly
enough and if there is a heavy load
on it. The ignition warning light is
usually the only indicator you need to
determine if the unit is working well.
The alternator produces 14v when the
engine is running over about 1000
rpm.
John,
I have a 1967 MGB/GT that I am
restoring. The question I have is – should
I, or would you recommend that I, change
from a Single Line Brake Master Cylinder
to a Dual Line MC (without servo). The
installed MC is a single line unit but needs
replacing (tin can rusty and leaking as
well as rusty internals). I will also be replacing the rear wheel cylinders as well as
the front calipers. I know new/extra brake
lines will be needed as well as a pressure
valve assembly. I guess I’m thinking of the
safety side of things – if I lose fluid from
one side I would have at least one half
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of the braking system to stop me. I saw
several early MGBs that had converted
to dual lines at MG 2006. It looks pretty
straight forward to make this change. I
guess also I would need to change the
brake light switch from the 4-way union to
the pedal box — is this correct?
Thanks — Kent McNeill
Kent!
The prospect of losing one’s brakes
is horrific’ indeed, but I can tell you
from 35 years experience driving and
servicing MGs, that this hardly ever
occurs. And, nearly always, it’s easy
to detect a problem with the brakes
before a full failure. So, from my vantage, changing to a dual circuit system
is not necessary. I have driven my
1962 MGA since 1976 and have never
experienced a brake failure. That’s not
to say that a couple of times the brakes
have felt pretty bad – but they’ve never
“gone out.”
If you were to change, you’ll need
to move the wiring for the brake lights
up to the pedal box. Simply salvage
the pieces you need from a newer
model MGB.
John,
I have a 1977 MGB. I recently replaced the o-ring on the needle holder in
the piston. It wasn’t holding oil. My question is on adjusting with the Moss tool.
Should the carb vent hose be connected?
Also, do you screw the course idle nut and
the brass fine idle screw all the way closed
when adjusting the needle or lifting the
piston (air cleaner on) to check for lean or
richness? I have the Damn ZS Carb article
that you sent me, but it doesn’t say where
to position the idle nut and screw.
Thanks for your help — Don Evans
Don!
I always close down the air bleed
– that’s the coarse and fine adjustment
on the right side (facing the carb) of
the carb. That adjustment is used to
meet idle emission specs, and since
there are no emission specs to meet in
all but a handful of counties, the bleed
has no use.
Start with the needle a bit rich.
Screw the adjuster tool all the way
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up as someone that would know.
Thanks — Mike Kelly

clockwise and then back it off a turn.
As the engine warms up, continually
rev it to keep it from fouling the plugs.
Once the auto choke has come
completely off, then lift the piston to
make the final adjustments.
Oh, yes, absolutely have the vent
tube from the from tappet inspection
cover attached to the right rear of the
carb!
Push a small screwdriver down the
throat of the carb, under the piston,
and then turn the shank so that the
blade lifts the air piston. As you begin
to lift the piston, judge the change in
rpm. If the engine revs higher and
higher the farther you lift the piston,
then the adjustment is too RICH.
Turn the tool anti-clockwise to
lean it out. If the engine stumbles and
falls as you barely begin to lift the piston, then the adjustment is too LEAN.
Turn the tool clockwise to enrichen
it. The “perfect” position allows the
engine to continue to run at the same
rpm or just barely, incrementally, allows the rpm to rise just as you lift the
piston 1/16 to 1/8 of an inch.
Remember that the car WILL NOT
RUN without the air cleaner – so any
high speed idle testing, any road testing, MUST be with the original, factory
air cleaner.
Once you’re on the road and want
to test the mixture, simply unscrew
the damper assembly, push it to one
side (which will jam up the valve), and
lift slightly. Listen for the resulting
change in rpm.

Mike!
All cars have rust – the questions
are: 1) how much; and 2) how to keep
it from spreading. I would, positively
and absolutely rust-proof your car with
Waxoyl!
Remove those big foam pads from
inside the ends of the rear fenders;
remove the white interior panels to the
rear of the rear windows; remove the
interior panels from behind the doors;
remove the splash panels under the
front fenders behind the front wheel;
remove the sill tread plate (if you do
not have these, purchase some).
Before using the Waxoyl, use
compressed air to blow out those areas
you will be coating. Blow all around
the inside of the rear wheel arch, both
from the back and from the front.
Blow out all the crud that’s collected at
the bottom of the front fender.
If you want, drill some one inch
access holes in the top of the sill (that’s
why you purchased the sill tread
pieces, to cover those holes) and blow
out the inside of the rockers. Get that
Waxoyl warmed up (in a bath of water
on the grill or on the stove) and then
spray it inside the rear fenders from
the back and from the front (from
behind the front doors); spray it into
the sills; spray it into the cavity under
the front fender.
Now this Waxoyl will drip and
stink for a while – so maybe it’s better
to do this towards the end of the season. Leave paper on the floor to catch
the drippings. Expect the car to drip
when you have it parked on hot, black,
tarmac next summer.
The good news is that this waxy
oil will inhibit the ability of the oxygen in the air to wreak havoc with the
iron in the body. It will positively stop
the advancement of rust and it will
prohibit the formation of new rust. It’s
the most wonderful stuff since sliced
bread! How much to use? It’s sold in a
container that looks like the old Imperial gallon. You’ll go through one of
these at least.

Hi John,
I just purchased a rust free 1971
MGB/GT from California. I’ve imported
the car to Canada near Toronto.
I’ve been thinking of getting the car
rust proofed with an oil spray and have
been looking for advice on whether I
should do this or not. The car will be garaged most of the time and only driven on
warm sunny days in the spring, summer,
and fall.
I’ve done a lot of research on the web
and every where I turn, your name comes
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John,
My father has a restored 1974 MGB/
GT that we have almost completed. His
birthday is coming up quickly and I would
like to get him a new wood grain steering wheel. Since I personally don’t know
much about MGBs, I was wondering if you
could suggest a couple models or companies that would be able to help me in my
current situation. I’m looking for either a
13” or 14” steering wheel. Thanks for any
help you may be able to provide! — David
Sadley
David!
Log onto mossmotors.com or to
victoriabritish.com, look over their
selections, ensure the model year, and
order!
John,
It has been some time since we
talked. You re-built a steering rack and
front shocks for me sometime ago, both
are doing well thank you.
I am installing new seals on the oil
pan my 1969 MG Midget. As you know
there are several choices to make – confusing to say the least. Not being a mechanic, I have a couple of questions on the
subject. Well, actually, a couple of dumb
questions.
After soaking in oil would the seals
need any further sealing other than Hylomar gasket seal at the point where the
main and cap seals meet or would the Hylomar be compatible with the oil (I think
not) to seal the entire cap “seal”?
I know that you have precious little
time for answering e-mails, but I would
greatly appreciate a brief tech assist.
Thanking you in advance —John
Atkinson
John!
The modern corn gaskets provided
with most kits won’t break as they’re
impregnated with some sort of rubber
or flexible plastic. Hence, no need to
soak.
These gaskets are compressed dramatically and really don’t need gasket
goo, but if you do use some, I’d just use
RTV silicone sealant (I prefer the clear
variety).
When fitted, the gaskets will be
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incrementally longer than the slot
into which they fit. Draw the sump up
evenly, back and forth, from the center
to the ends.
Hello John,
I have a 1963 MGB, chassis number
GHN3L/7318. It is a very early B and has
some parts that are different from the later models, even later 1963 models. I need
to have the window regulators repaired,
the spur and pinion gears have stripped.
Are you able to repair these mechanisms?
Is it possible to buy replacement gears for
these regulators?
Best regards —Ken Heaton
Ken!
We have repaired the MGA regulators, which truly ARE unavailable,
by welding, cutting, and filing. The
rivets used on these are fairly beefy
– so disassembling them, replacing the
gear with a more modern one, etc., is
difficult.
Hi John,
My ’76B has:
1) 32/36 Weber Carb w/ manual choke
2) Euro-spec dist. w/ vac. advance
3) Rebuilt engine
4) Petronix Ignitor
5) A serious problem
This car runs so well around town
and even on the open road at or around
55-60 mph. Once I get it on the highway, it runs well until I pin it / accelerate
though and once the speed reaches 65-70
mph, it will act as though it is running on
three cylinders and the exhaust gets pretty
choppy, occasionally with a mild backfire
or two. Once I back off the accelerator for
a bit, it clears out again, but it only does
it under load. It will do the same thing
climbing a light mountain with a steady
incline.
I have changed the wires three times,
plugs twice, and coil once. My shadetree mechanic friend set the timing at or
around 16 degrees with vacuum connected, which after doing it, he said was
wrong.
I think the alternator may also be
failing as the red ignition light remains on
during my drive. Someone on the MGB
Yahoo page said it sounded like a bad di-
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ode, or something. A mechanic I am not.
The light no longer comes on when the key
is turned to the 2nd position.
If you have a second, please help!
I’m desperate. I’m ready to sell it at my
wife’s yard sale. If you’d prefer that I call, I
would be happy to. — Bill
Bill,

Set the timing at 32 BTDC vacuum
disconnected or, set it at 20 BTDC at
idle, vacuum disconnected. Better to
use the first figure with a dial-back
timing light.
There are two vacuums – ported,
which gets greater on acceleration
– and manifold, which gets greater on
deceleration. For a better idle, connect
the distributor to manifold vacuum.
When the car runs like its pushing
into a headwind, when it coughs and
spits, especially when climbing a light
incline, then it’s either too retarded or
too lean.
Check the float height in the
carburetor, too. There are plastic floats
and brass floats. Have your mechanic
call the shop once he know which is
which, or send me your fax #, and I’ll
provide the float height values.
The ignition warning light should
come on when the key is turned ON,
and should extinguish when you exceed 1000 rpm. If it’s not doing that,
then the alternator probably is not
charging, and the battery will go dead.
First, though, the car may run poorly.
Replace or rebuild the alternator, but
pay attention to the battery and starter
solenoid connections, as they are critical to proper operation.
Dear John,
I want to replace my stock 18V valve
cover on my 1979 B, (which has a breather
tube that connects to the charcoal canister) for a polished cast aluminum valve
cover which does not have a breather
tube. What are my options? Doesn’t the
breather tube act like a PCV valve?
Also I want to replace my worn out
Zenith-Stromberg for a downdraft Weber
2 bbl. (cost with intake manifold & electric
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choke is less than $ 600). Do I need to
replace the stock exhaust manifold for a
pre- 1975 one? If so where can I find one?
Moss & Victoria do not stock this part.
Would I be better off to have you rebuild
the Z-S carb? — Tom Bruno
Tom!
Note that the tube from your original valve cover, while it’s about ½” in
diameter, has only a 5/64” hole at the
end. If you fit a ¼” NPT pipe nipple to
your new valve cover, solder a washer
on the end – something – so that the
final hole is the same size as the original (or you’ll lean out your mixture).
A rebuilt Stromberg will cost you
$300-$400 – much less than the Weber. PLUS, it will perform well at low
speed.
Another option is to fit twin HS4
or HIF4 SU carburetors. The rebuilt
Stromberg is certainly the way to go.
We do rebuild the Strombergs, but
isn’t the prospect of your business that
I’m giving you this advice – the more
original you can stay, the nicer the car
remains.
John,
Once again, thanks for your support.
I have a ’73 MGB/GT that won’t start. I
have spark from the coil (new coil), spark
at the points when they open; but no spark
at the plugs. I have transferred known
good parts from another car (cap, rotor,
wires, and new plugs) – still no spark at
the plugs. Any thoughts?
Thanks — Mike Grimm
Mike!
For the engine to start you must
have spark, fuel, and compression.
Just for fun, make sure you have plenty
of fuel. Remove the fuel line from the
carb, place it into a can, turn on the
ignition, and ensure that you receive
one pint of fuel per minute.
Remove the center coil lead from
the distributor cap, hold it up close
to something metallic (e.g. - the coil),
have your associate spin the engine.
You should have a nice crisp ¼” spark
from the coil wire. If you don’t, then
work with the points/condenser. If you
do, then that should travel through the
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rotor and out to the spark plug wire.
I check spark by fitting one spark
plug lead onto the shank of a Phillips screwdriver. Hold the screwdriver
by the wooden or plastic handle and
place the shank next to something metallic. Spinning the engine over should
give a pretty nice, blue, spark.
Mr. Twist,
I am having troubles with my turn
signals, flashers, and alternator indicator
light in my ’75B. Recently, the alternator
light did not totally go out after starting
my car. It would glow and then dim as the
RPMs increased, then glow brighter as the
RPMs lowered.
Is this a bad alternator or a dying
battery? (FYI The battery is very close to
its life expectancy!) Nothing like this has
every happened in the 23 years I’ve owned
the car. Also, the alternator is relatively
new with only eight years and 8000 miles
on it. It is a Bosch from Moss.
Last night the turn signals would not
blink – just steady on. Next, the passenger’s running lights and turn signals would
not come on at all, then they would, then
they wouldn’t... With the engine running
and all lights off, the headlights would
flash on and off like emergency lights...
Then the emergency lights would only
work on driver’s side... or not at all... Or
sometime they worked perfectly... All fuses
appear good.
Flasher units are “clicking” so I assume they are working. Where should I
begin my investigation? — John White
John!
I have some things here for you
to try. Let me know what has helped.
Clean the battery posts and cables to
ensure a good connection. Pull the
plug from the alternator (probably
a Lucas alternator in a Bosch box),
squeeze the terminals in the plug, and
then refit.
Remove the fusebox, clean it in a
sandblast cabinet or in vinegar or ammonia until it comes bright. Reinstall
(make certain the bridged connection
is at the top, forward side).
Most of your problems should be
solved. If the ignition warning light
continues to glow, then the alternator
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is faulty.
Hi John,
I hope that you can help me with my
water leak. I am a relatively new member
(joined at MG 2006 in Gatlinburg) so
I don’t know if you have answered this
before in MG Driver, but here it is.
I drive a 1971 MGB/GT and every
time it rains my passenger and I get wet
legs and feet. I know the water comes in
through the air intake and I have cleaned
out the drain pipe but the problem always
comes back. I have a magnetic cover that
I use regularly so I don’t believe there is
a lot of debris collecting in the drain pipe
either.
Can I remove the plug at the bottom
of the drain pipe, and leave it off? Alternatively, what about fixing an extension
to the pipe, with the plug removed, to drop
down even with the undercarriage so it is
not visible below the body. Or better yet,
do you have a solution? Many thanks for
your assistance. — Bob Riddell
Bob,
The drain for the fresh air vent
can easily become packed with dirt
and debris. The best way to clean it is
to access the tube and bulb from underneath and use air to blow the stuff
up and out – continue to use the compressed air to clean out the remainder
of the fresh air vent.
Then, sit inside the car with a
flashlight and have your associate
spray down the car. Look for leaks.
John,
I have a friend who bought a MGB
and found out later the engine tag was
missing. Is there any way to find out what
the engine # was, the VIN # is intact
(GHN5UD294515 G). Please email me. He
would like to get this corrected as soon as
he can. — Mickey
Mickey,
You can write for that information
(maybe write for it on-line) by contacting British Motor Heritage Industry
Trust and providing them with your
VIN. The website is www.heritage-motor-centre.co.uk.
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John,
I am looking for a ’74 MG Midget
1275 first gear assembly. Do you have any
ideas where I might find one?
Thanks —Jim
Jim,

Moss Motors, Victoria British, The
Winner’s Circle, Moss Europe, and A-1
Gears (Canvey Island, England)
Hi John,
Are you in America?! I have a 1978
MGB UK Roadster (90,000 genuine miles)
with an overdrive which works in 3rd and
4th. It has an overdrive problem – it gets
stuck on. It works fine when I first set
off and if I continue to click it in and out
every 10 seconds or so it still works fine,
but if I leave it in for any length of time it
sticks on. I’ve tried changing the solenoid
o-rings and the oil (20/50) but it makes no
difference.
Once I stop the car it takes about 30
minutes for the o/d clutch to come out
by itself. If I work at it when driving by
continually flicking the switch every few
seconds I can extend the time that the
overdrive can remain in and then come
out; but when I do this and leave the
overdrive engaged for several minutes,
when I switch it out, it can take up to 30
seconds to kick out. The next time I use
the car it seems as bad.
I haven’t used the car very much over
the past two years and I wonder if this
problem is because of lack of use and it
will gradually get better? It doesn’t seem
to me to be an electrical fault and I doubt
it is hydraulic (why would it work at all if
it was?) It seems more like the clutch is
getting stuck on.
Do you know what the clutch looks
like? Does it have friction material which
might be worn out? Can it get warped
(it goes in and out smoothly when it’s
working)? Could I try another type of oil?
Is there anything else it might be? I don’t
think the problem is too far from being
fixed as its not as if the overdrive is not
working at all or is always engaged but I
want to get it sorted before I try to drive it
in reverse...
Incidentally your other comments
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about overdrive faults are absolutely spot
on! Some years ago the bronze thrust
washer broke into pieces which I found in
the o/d sump. I replaced it with a copper one when the gearbox clutch needed
changed. The solenoid cable took a dead
short on the body of the car at the gear
lever and set the main loom on fire. It
must carry quite a current. I’ve replaced
the loom but it hadn’t occurred to me to fit
a fuse. Great idea, I’ll do that very soon.
You mention yellow and white cables – I
wonder what the colour is for me? Is it the
live feed for the solenoid? I’ll try to find it.
What should the fuse rating be? Lots of
questions!
Many thanks —David Lockwood
David!
Sorry for the delay. Yes, I’m in
sunny Grand Rapids, Mich. The OD
can become stuck for two reasons
– failure to purge the oil pressure – and
failure of the springs to push the cone
clutch from the annulus. You can fix
the first problem, sometimes, from
underneath.
Remove the oil pressure relief
valve (¾” bolt), and pull the assembly
out with a small, blunt hook or “L”.
Clean all the pieces thoroughly. You
might as well remove the solenoid and
clean that again, too. While both
are removed, clean out both housings
(in the OD housing) with spray carb
cleaner.
Very often lighter weight oil will
allow the OD to return to direct drive
more quickly. We have one that we
had to take down to 5W/20 to make it
work correctly.
There is a hole at the top of the relief valve through which the oil vents.
I believe it’s this hole, when blocked or
plugged (too much gasket goo during
a rebuild) that prevents the OD from
relieving the pressure.
John,
I was wondering if you could help me.
I want to wash the engine in my ’76 MGB
but don’t know what to cover up to keep
protected form getting water in it. Could
you assist me?
Thanks — Chris Gousha
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Chris!
Ensure the engine is warm, leave
it running, and put about 20 quarters
into the quarter car wash machine.
Spray the engine down with soapy water, then switch over to the degreaser,
if it’s available, then switch back to
the soapy water. You can get one inch
away from everything to get it really
clean. Sometimes you’ll flake off loose
paint. The only component to avoid is
the alternator. The distributor is going
to get wet anyway. At some time, the
engine will finally stumble and quit.
Lay down the wand, turn the ignition
OFF, and continue.
To restart the engine, remove the
cap and wires, dry off the plugs, dry
off the coil tower, and dry off the cap
and wires. By the time you get home
the engine will be running poorly
again – so remove the cap at home
and allow it to ventilate.
I spray off engines all the time. I
love a clean engine bay!
Good Morning John,
I recently noted a strong odor of rotten eggs coming from my 1975 MGB. This
ultimately was found to be a bad alternator which cooked the battery. Both have
been replaced.
Now I have a problem with the new
battery which has checked out good,
completely discharging in about two hours
when sitting in the garage. So, not being
a mechanic I tried a couple things to see
where the possible electricity is going. I
pulled the fuses, still discharges, alternator
checks ok. Before going any further, any
ideas where to start?
Thanks — Tim Howery
Tim,
Arm yourself with a 12 volt test
light. Do not use a meter. Remove the
negative battery terminal and fit the
test light between the battery post and
the battery clamp. Now, any current
coming out of the battery will illuminate the bulb.
Pull the bottom fuse, pull the plug
from the back of the alternator, and
disconnect the anti run-on valve. If
this doesn’t extinguish the light, then
there is a short – VERY uncommon
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Sue & Dan Donahue’s 1974 Midget immaculate engine bay. Came from Wisconsin to the concours line at MG 2006,
Gatlinburg.
– so you’ll have to call me during tech
time. The most common draw is the
trunk light, but that takes a whole
day to discharge a battery. It is not
uncommon to get a faulty alternator.
Your ignition light should illuminate
when you turn the key to ON, and
extinguish when the engine exceeds
800-1000 rpm.
John,
Has anyone ever converted the water
choke over to an electric choke on a ZS
carb? The wire that goes to the induction
heater under the carb could be used to
activate the electric choke. Just a thought
if a guy could find a choke cap the right
size. — Don
Don!
The chokes on the Weber carbs
look about the right size, and could, I
suppose, be fitted with some work. But
remember that the electric chokes work
as a function of time; the water chokes
work as a function of engine temperature – and it is this latter engineering
which makes them superior to the
electric units.
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased
to answer your technical query by phone.
The technical hour is 1-2 pm EST, Monday
through Friday. Call (616) 682-0800 or
you can e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB Registrar
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Marcham Rhoade
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906
kensca@cox.net

Midget Registrar
D Zimmerman
811 S. DePeyster St., Kent, OH 44240
(330) 678-9394
mg-rootes@sbcglobal.net

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith
1806 Hazard St.
Houston, TX 77019
phillip.smith@bcm.tmc.edu

1974½ MGB Registrar
Steve Harding
1913D Darby Rd.
Havertown, PA 19083
(610) 446-2073
mgbgt1@hotmail.com

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Dan Masters
P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Scott Williams
501 N.E. Emmett St.
Topeka, KS 66616
(785) 234-8101
mg1100@oldertech.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
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The Marque of Friendship
1929-1936
North American MMM Register

Box 727 • St. Helena, CA 94574
707 / 963-2313

1935-1955 Pre-War • T-Series • Y Type
The New England MG ‘T’ Register
PO Box 1957 • Cary, NC 27512
704 / 544-1253

1956-1962 MGA • ZA • ZB
The North American MGA Register

7522 S.E. 152nd, Portland, OR 97236
namgar_registrar@msn.com

1963-1980 MGB • Midget • 1100/1300
The North American MGB Register
PO Box 69 • Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
800 / NAMGBR-1

1968-1969 MGC
American MGC Register

2809 Copter Rd. • Pensacola, FL 32514
850 / 478-3171
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good standing — please, no
business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership
number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing. Business
or other ads by arrangement with Pete Cosmides, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front
cover.) Ads will be run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any
ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

Our Valued Supporters

1966 MGB/GT – Red/black; overdrive,

3-main bearing engine, new Minilite
wheels, new tires, Moto-Lita steering
wheel; runs and looks great, just too many
MGs to take care of…. Asking $9500; Don
Holle, (505) 281-7460 NM

1967 MGB – Mineral Blue/black; wire

Selling or Buying a MG? Why not take ad-

vantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds on our website at www.NAMGBR.
org/classified? There are lots of ads for all
kinds of MGs and parts. It’s a great way
to find or sell that hard to find part or that
next project.

PARTS FOR SALE
Transmissions – 1 overdrive, 1 non-o/d; fly-

wheels, new top, new tires; very nice condition. Asking $4800; Dennis Porter, (573)
449-1174 or denporter@peoplepc.com MO

wheel, driveline, manifolds, shocks, catalytic converter, air cleaners, side clearance
lights – all from 1979 MGB; reasonable
prices. William Lane, (209) 962-4355 CA

1974 MGB-GT V8 – Factory Original V8

Multiple carbs, body parts, generators,

- GD2D1 1524G; Damask Red/grey cloth
seats/black carpet; Webasto (Britax) sliding sunroof ; original cast headers with
proper head shields; original V8 wheels
with good chrome; restored to original
factory specs and in excellent condition.
Offers over $20,000; Susan Mason, mgbits@lycos.com AL

1968 MGB – British Racing Green/Tan;

rust free, 31k miles on rebuilt engine,
overdrive, Minilite wheels, owned since
1983; $12,900; Lee Cohee, (850) 878-5927
or e-mail vancoh@comcast.net FL

1967 MGB - Mineral Blue, wires, metal

dash, 109,000 miles, older restoration,
tonneau, hardtop available; $7995 OBO,
(616) 677-0070, David Harnish, or
dlharnish@tds.net MI

WANTED
1969 MGB – wants 69 MGB convertible

with wire wheels – prefers red with overdrive. Car should be in excellent or better
condition. Vancouver, BC. Pete McDougall
at konyntjes@uniserve.com

1971-1974 MGB – looking for a very good

condition MGB convertible; preferences include BRG, O/D. Indianapolis, IN; Hugh
Sutherland at hsutherland@indy.rr.com
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starters, manifolds, distributors, Rostyle
wheels, and other parts available; free
shipping; contact Ken Brasfield at (540)
885-1757 or kbrasfield@hughes.net VA

After 28 years of supplying MGB parts for

MGB’s, Doug Jackson is retiring and closing shop at British Automotive. He’s got a
large inventory of specialty products that
he is liquidating at just 10 percent above
actual cost.
Business opportunities exist for those
wanting to take over the manufacturing
and marketing the items Doug specialized
in producing. British Automotive’s large
stock of OEM parts will be sold as a single
lot for which he is accepting bids now. For
details visit www.mgbmga.com CA

SERVICES OFFERED
MG Service and Restoration!

Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University
Motors for high quality service or repairs.
We can attend to your entire MG or just a
single component. Our MGB Complete Lubrication costs $475. Our brilliantly clean
and polished MGB HS carbs are $575; MGB
HIF carbs are $655.
We can attend to your soft top, your
chrome, your engine, or your brakes. I
bought my first MG in 1968, and I’ve been
working on MGs since! John Twist (#0-101),
University Motors Ltd, 6490 Fulton Street
East, Ada, MI 49301; PH: 616 682 0800
or www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com
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Where 2 ‘B
Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the MGB
Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or email mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2006
◊ Jan. 28 - All-British Vehicle Collectibles & Automobilia Show, Harleysville, PA
• (610) 831-1531; www.dvcmg.com

◊ Feb. 19 - 15th British Classic, Lake Worth, FL • (561) 432-4434 • www.goldcostbritcar.org
◊ Feb. 25 – All-British Swap Meet, DuPage County Fairgrounds, Wheaton, IL
• www.chicagolandmgclub.com

◊ March 24 – British Car Day, New Orleans, LA • (504) 722-5777 • www.bmcno.org
◊ March 24-25 – 11th Missouri Endurance Rally & Mini Endurance Trial, St Louis, MO
• (314) 995-8664; mgslime@swbell.net

◊ May 11-13 – British Car Show, Townsend, TN; (865) 599-4305 • spridget@charter.net
◊ May 18-20 – North Meets South, Mission County, CA • (805) 929-0087
• torocasakb@msn.com

◊ June 3 – The British Return to Fort Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • (419) 878-2041

‘COVER GIRLS’ IN COLOR — Although color was a contributing factor
in the judging of our photo contest, we had to print the winners in black
and white last issue. Now that we have color available, we thought you’d
want to see them that way!
Above: Bill & Debbie Wilson’s MGB. Below left: Gerald Medford’s GT.
Below right: Kathleen Gustafson’s GT on the coast.

• http://lakeeriebritishnews.home.att.net

◊ June 10 – British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • (610) 847-5988
• www.keystonemg.com

◊ June 10 – Michiana Brits Annual British Car Day, South Bend, IN
• www.michianabrits.com

◊ June 8-10 – Open Roads British Show, Lake Tahoe, NV, • www.GoldenGateHealeys.com
◊ June 22-24 – MG Vintage Racers Focus Race, Mosport, ON • www.mgvr.org
◊ July 16-20, 2007 – MG

2007 – Napa Valley, CA • (408) 923-3927 • www.mg2007.org
• mgmogul@earthlink.net

◊ July 22 – Michiana Brits Tea at the Vicarage, South Bend, IN • www.michianabrits.com
◊ Aug. 9-10 – Grand Lake Tour Endurance Rally, Grand Rapids, MI • mowog1@aol.com
◊ Aug. 9-12, 2007 – University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI
• www.universtiymotorsltd.com

◊ Aug. 11 – All British Car Show, Rogers, MN • chartbus@comcast.net
◊ Sept 21-23 – Canadian British Classic Charity Run, Cambridge, ON • www.cbccr.org
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OUR COVER GIRL WINNER: Bill Davidson’s 1974 MGB, featured on
the cover last issue in black and white, but here it is in color!

Alex Olleman’s MGB and his traveling entourage of MG fans.
NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P.O. BOX 55
Whittington, IL 62897-0055

